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MESSAGE FROM OUR SUPERINTENDENT

Greetings,

On behalf of the Manchester School District, we are thrilled to unveil our 2023-2024 High

School Course Catalog! This overhauled document is part of a significant change to the way

students will select high school courses. We have taken steps to create new pathways for

students and to better engage both students and families in the course selection process.

We are starting the process earlier than ever, with the goal of students having their schedule for

next year before they leave school this June. The more we can get students thinking ahead, the

better. Our high schools are holding multiple information sessions aimed at both students and

families, and in addition we’re training our bilingual family liaisons and community partners on

how they can help students and families through the process. We are taking a community

approach to ensure every student understands the options and the process.

Alongside this work, high school students have begun using a program called Xello. The general

idea behind Xello is that, early on, students begin exploring potential career pathways. Xello

helps students build the skills, knowledge, and plans to be ready for their future. This fits in

nicely with our revised course catalog, helping students understand which paths they can take

to get where they want to go. For families reading this: Ask your student if they have created a

Xello profile yet (if the answer is no, reach out to their guidance counselor to ask how).

These changes are some big steps toward achieving our vision of preparing every student for

their post-secondary options, whether it be college, career, or service. I hope you will take the

opportunity to get engaged in this process – whether you’re a student, a family member, a

friend, or a neighbor – we’re planning for the future as a community.

Thank you,

Jennifer Gillis

Superintendent of Schools
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NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY AND FERPA STATEMENT

Non-Discrimination Policy

It is the policy of the Manchester School Board that there will be no discrimination on the basis

of age, sex, gender, gender identity, race, creed, color, religion, marital status, familial status,

sexual orientation, national ethnic origin, economic status or disability for employment in,

participation in, admission/access to, or operation and administration of any educational

program or activity in the Manchester School District. Please see Board of School Committee

policy Foundations 101.2: Non-Discrimination for the full statement regarding

non-discrimination in the schools.

FERPA Statement

It is the policy of the Manchester Board of School Committee that all school district personnel

will follow District regulations/procedures as they pertain to the maintenance of student

records and comply with the provisions of the Family Educational Rights Privacy Act (FERPA) and

its corresponding regulations. Please see Board of School Committee policy Students 151:

Student Records and Access for the full statement regarding student data confidentiality.
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OUR SCHOOLS

The Manchester School District is the oldest and largest school district in the state of New

Hampshire. It is home to our four high schools;  Manchester High School Central, Manchester

Memorial High School, Manchester School of Technology High School, and Manchester High

School West.  Central, Memorial, and West excel at offering traditional learning environments

for students, while Manchester School of Technology houses our growing competency-based

high school and our career and technical education program. Our student population is

reflective of our community and we continue to focus on achieving equitable learning outcomes

for all students.

Manchester High School Central

Manchester High School Central has a long tradition of academic excellence in preparing

students to achieve success in college and career opportunities. Central PRIDEs itself on

its core values of Potential, Respect, Inspiration, Diversity, and Engagement, and consistently

promotes rigor for all students. The standards-based curriculum challenges students to explore

a wide variety of required and elective courses, encouraging them to become life-long learners.

Student excellence is showcased by the many honor societies, including the National Honor

Society, National Art Honor Society, National English Honor Society, Tri-M Music Honor Society,

Rho Kappa Social Studies Honor Society, and World Language Honor Society.

In balance to a challenging academic experience are the numerous co-curricular and athletic

opportunities. Central has a variety of organizations that encourage students to pursue their

interests outside the classroom. Whether it is on the stage with the Maskers, writing for the

national award-winning Little Green newspaper, performing community service projects with

Key Club, competing on a state and national level with DECA, traveling to New York City to

participate in Art Honor Society activities, broadcasting the daily news and events on Central

Vision News, marching in parades with the band, playing and singing at cabaret nights with the

orchestra and choir, building robots for competition in FIRST Robotics Competition and FIRST

Tech Challenge, competing in Mock Trials, Granite State Challenge, Science Olympiad, or Math

Team meets, there is an activity to fit every interest.

Manchester Memorial High School

Manchester Memorial High School is home to the Crusaders. The curriculum offers a wide

selection of courses to meet the needs and abilities of all students. Academic honors societies

include the National Honor Society, National Art Honor Society, National Latin Honor Society,

and National American Sign Language Honor Society among others.
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Memorial is home to the award-winning FIRST Robotics Team 238, American Sign Language

courses, and a national and a state award-winning DECA program. In addition, students

participate in community service projects as part of the Key Club. The Student Athlete

Leadership Team (S.A.L.T.) hosts several events for the community. Memorial has clubs and

activities for all interests, including the Latin dance club, the club for Diversity, Equity and Social

Accommodations (DISA), and Link Crew. Memorial has had numerous national Scholastic Art

Award Gold Key winners, and an extensive orchestra, choral and instrumental music program

featuring annual All-State Band and All-State Jazz winners.

Manchester School of Technology High School

Manchester School of Technology High School has a unified commitment to excellence in

meeting the educational needs of students in the Manchester School District through an

innovative 21st-century competency-based, project-based learning curriculum. This curriculum

ensures that each student is career ready or prepared to matriculate at a two or four-year

college upon graduation.

Course of study components includes competency-based assessment and integration of Career

and Technical topics into core academics and a 1:1 electronic device model.  Opportunities to

earn college credits exist through AP, Dual Enrollment, and Running Start courses. Focus is

placed on student voice and choice, problem-solving, and creativity.  Project Based Learning is a

cornerstone of education at MSTHS.  Students participate in the National Honor Society,

National Technical Honor Society, Student Council, Yearbook, and more.

Manchester High School West

Manchester High School West is located on the West Side of Manchester. West students

develop the skills of citizenship, critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity

that will allow them to be successful in the future. These five C’s are the pillars of success at

Manchester High School West.

West aims to offer a personalized approach to the educational process for its students.  For

example, students have access to internships, externships, “learn while you earn,” and

job-shadow opportunities that allow students to get experience and skills that relate directly to

their own personal career goals. In addition to rigorous college and career-ready coursework,

West has student-centered clubs, including advised honor societies, outdoor lifestyle, and a

student government.  West is also home to the City’s Navy Junior Recruit Officer Training Corps

(NJROTC) program, which recently enjoyed its 50 year anniversary of helping to create student

leaders.  No matter what a student’s interests are, there is something for everyone at

Manchester High School West.   In the Fall of 2024, West will be celebrating its 101st opening

and look forward to seeing all of the future Blue Knights!
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PROFILE OF A MANCHESTER SCHOOL DISTRICT GRADUATE

The Manchester School District is committed to offering equitable access to essential learning

standards to all students.  This course catalog provides the necessary classes and educational

opportunities to attain skills that will serve the graduate in life and career.  The image below

illustrates the attributes of a Manchester School District Graduate.
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SCHOOL COUNSELING & SUPPORT SERVICES

School Counseling

The high school guidance departments are home to students’ school counselors.  Counselors

are available to help students focus on academics and lend support in areas of social/emotional

development.  Counselors are also integral in future preparedness; college, career, or military.

The guidance department at each high school can provide support in scheduling choices, as well

as the development of 504s and Accessibility plans, among other plans that facilitate student

learning.

Special Education

The Special Education Department within Support Services, assists with the development and

implementation of Individualized Learning Plans (IEPs).  The department ensures that all

students with disabilities, or barriers to learning, receive a free, appropriate public education.

English Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) Social Services

In addition to those social services provided for all students, the ESOL social worker provides a

full range of services to students who need additional support as they navigate a new school,

culture, and language, to ensure that students and their families with limited English proficiency

have access to higher level learning opportunities and the social and academic support services

available to them.

Student Assistance Program (SAP)

The Student Assistance Program (SAP) is a comprehensive, school-based counseling and

education program. The primary goal of this program is the prevention, early intervention, and

treatment of alcohol and other drug-related problems. Services are provided for students who

have stresses in their lives that interfere with their academics and/or could lead to dangerous or

unhealthy behavior.  Examples of such stresses include: being affected by another’s use of

substances, the loss of a loved one, being in a difficult relationship, and dealing with abuse.

Transitional Social Services

This program assists students who have been displaced and/or are in transitional living

arrangements. An employee works with students to eliminate any/all barriers that they may

face and ensures that they are able to attend school and achieve success.
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COURSE CATALOG

The 2023-2024 High School School Course Catalog is a document that summarizes

opportunities and supports for students in grades 9-12 in Manchester.  This document also

serves as a resource for the course selection process that students and families should consult

when developing an education plan.  Students should consult with teachers, coaches, guidance

staff, and their families when determining what opportunities are best for them.

Graduation Requirements and Suggested Course Progression

Students who graduate from the Manchester School District will earn a minimum of twenty (20)

credits.  A diploma with distinction may be earned if a student has completed a minimum of

four consecutive semesters and earned a minimum GPA of 3.0 and twenty-five (25) credits.

Students are encouraged to take rigorous and relevant courses that fulfill their academic plan

for future preparedness.  Specific student or scheduling needs can cause changes in the plan

below.
Sample student schedule/course progression

9 - Freshman 10 - Sophomore 11 - Junior 12 - Senior Graduation
Requirements

Genres of Literature (1) World Literature (1) American Literature (1) or
American Studies Lit. (1)

English Elective (1) 4

Algebra 1 (1) Geometry (1) Other Math (1) Math or
non-related math
course*

3

Physical Science (1) Biology (1) 2

World History (.5)
World Geography (.5)
and/or Civics (.5)

World History (.5)
World Geography (.5)
and/or Civics (.5)

US History (1) or American
Studies History (1)

Economics** (.5) 2.5

Phys Ed. (.5) Phys Ed. (.5) 1.0

Health (.5) 0.5

Computer Education (.5) 0.5

Arts*** (.5) 0.5

Electives (1-2) Electives (1-2) Electives (1-2) Electives - (1-2) 6

*Three (3) credits of math are required for graduation, however, a math or math embedded course must be
taken each year of enrollment.
**Successful completion of a course that addresses Economics competencies
***Art credit can be satisfied by successfully completing an Art or Music course (See counselor for details).

TOTAL - 20
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Grading Explanation

Beginning Fall 2023 the following applies to high school courses.

Traditional Letter
Grade
Scale

Traditional
Numerical Grade

Scale

Simple GPA General
Weighted GPA

Honors and
College

Weighted GPA

A 90 - 100% 4.0 10 12

B+ 85 - 89% 3.5 8.75 10.5

B 80 - 84% 3.0 7.5 9

C+ 75 - 79% 2.5 6.25 7.5

C 70 - 74% 2.0 5.0 6.0

D 65 - 69% 1.0 2.5 3.0

F 0 - 64% 0.0 0.0 0.0

Course Designations

General General courses are designated with a “G” at the end of the course number.
General courses are designed to offer both academic preparations for colleges and universities
and other post-secondary institutions, industry, and the military.  They also offer fundamental
preparation in a wide variety of areas.  Students are assessed in multiple ways to demonstrate
what they know and can do within each competency area.

Honors Honors courses are designated with an “H” at the end of each course number.  Honors courses
are designed to provide scholastic challenges to students who have demonstrated
self-motivation and a desire to progress at an academically rigorous pace.  Honors courses
prepare students for admission to colleges and universities as well as other rigorous
post-secondary opportunities.  Students are assessed in multiple ways to demonstrate what
they know and can do within each competency area.

College College courses are designated with a “C” at the end of each course number.  College courses
are designed to lead to college credit while a student is still enrolled in high school.  AP, Dual
Enrollment, and Running Start are course-specific opportunities available within this
designation.  College courses follow progressions approved by either College Board,
Manchester Community College, Southern New Hampshire University, or the New Hampshire
College and University System.  Students must meet the expectations set forth by one of these
schools to earn college credit for the course.

AP AP courses are designated with an “A” at the end of each course number.  Courses follow
curriculum designed by College Board and are designed to lead to a student’s success on the AP
exam.

No Credit Des. Courses designated with an “N” have no bearing on student-weighted GPA.
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CONCURRENT COLLEGE ENROLLMENT PROGRAMS

In partnership with higher education institutions, the Manchester School District offers students

the opportunity to enroll in college courses while simultaneously remaining enrolled in high

school.  Below are the most common concurrent enrollment programs students in Manchester

take advantage of.  All students are eligible to enroll in concurrent enrollment courses (indicated

with a “C” throughout the course catalog).  Interested students should meet with their guidance

counselor to coordinate enrollment.

Dual Enrollment

Southern New Hampshire University High School Dual Enrollment Program allows high school

students the opportunity to earn college credits while in high school. At the high school level,

designated courses have been aligned to meet the same content, rigor, and learning outcomes

as those of the University. The high school teachers instructing these courses have met the

University’s adjunct faculty requirement and have been approved by the University.

Early College

The Early College program enables high school students to take courses on the campus of an NH

Community College at a discount of half the institution's standard fees. Just like in the Running

Start program, students earn college credit, which gives them a jump on college requirements

and saves money.

eStart

Courses offered through the eStart program are taught by Community College System of New

Hampshire faculty or adjuncts and are 100% online.  Courses offered through the eStart

program are taught at the college academic level with the college grading system.

Running Start

Running Start is Manchester Community College’s concurrent enrollment program that provides

high school students with the opportunity to take college courses while also completing the

requirements for high school graduation.
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ADDITIONAL CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES

The Manchester School District understands that learning can happen in a variety of

environments.  The following are opportunities available to students to gain additional credits

towards graduation or recover missed credits.  Students should speak with their teachers or

guidance counselor for more information about any of the opportunities listed.

Community Service

A student may earn one half credit (0.5) credit over one school year for 75 documented hours of

community service. Students will need to provide documentation of completed hours.

Concurrent Enrollment

Concurrent enrollment programs enable high school students to take college courses while still

enrolled in high school, and at a discounted price from an institution's standard fees. Students

are able to make progress on high school graduation requirements while getting a head start on

college courses.  See the previous page for additional details.

Credit and Competency Recovery

Credit recovery is available for students who did not earn credit while enrolled in a class. Credit

recovery is a self-paced, rigorous opportunity that is generally accomplished on an online

learning platform.  Competency recovery offers students the opportunity to complete

assessments designed to capture singular competencies not mastered during a particular class.

School administration must approve all applications for the credit recovery program.

Drivers Education

A student may earn one half credit (0.5) for successfully completing a course with a State of

New Hampshire licensed driving school.  Students will need to provide documentation of

completion.

Extended Learning Opportunity (ELO)

The ELO Program in the Manchester School District is an opportunity for all students. These

include, but are not limited to: internships, community service, independent study, private

instruction, work-based learning, and more. The granting of credit shall be based on a student’s

demonstration of core competencies, as approved by certified personnel.
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Internship

Internships provide opportunities for students to spend time working in a given field of interest

prior to graduating high school.  An internship allows a student to gain valuable on-the-job

training and experience while earning high school credit.

Virtual Learning Academy Charter School (VLACS)

VLACS is an online educational opportunity for all New Hampshire students. VLACS offers free

online courses that can be taken to augment course offerings, make up missed or failed work, or

help with scheduling conflicts. Courses can be taken from home or at a school’s computer lab.

VLACS courses require disciplined work habits. For more information please visit

https://vlacs.org/.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE SCHOLARS

The New Hampshire Scholars initiative is an effort to encourage and motivate all high school

students to complete a defined, rigorous academic course of study that prepares them for a

successful transition to college or to enter into the competitive job market. Please see

your school counselor for details or visit https://nhscholars.org/.

In order to be recognized as a New Hampshire Scholar, Manchester School District students

must meet the minimum following criteria:

Core Course Requirements

Core Subject Area Credits

English 4

Lab Science** 3

Mathematics* 4

Social Science 3.5

World Language 2

*Algebra I, Algebra II, Geometry, plus one other

**Lab Sciences includes Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Biotechnology

In addition to core requirements, students may also receive recognition in the following

pathway areas.  A minimum 3.2 GPA is required.

Arts Pathway:  Two (2) or more additional credits in any of the following Visual/Fine Arts, Performing

Arts, Music, or Graphic Design.

STEM Pathway:  One (1) or more additional credits in any of the following Technology, Engineering,

Computers, Advanced Manufacturing, Science, Math, or CTE.

STEAM Pathway:  One (1) or more additional credits in STEM and two (2) or more additional years in Art.

Career Pathway:  One (1) year of a CTE program, one (1) work-based learning experience and earned

college experience, and one (1) industry-recognized certificate.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE SEAL OF BILITERACY

The New Hampshire Seal of Biliteracy Award allows districts to acknowledge the achievements

of bilingual or multilingual students. By offering this award, the Manchester School District

asserts the value of its multilingual students.  The award is open to all students who meet the

following criteria.

State of New Hampshire Graduation
Requirements for English

Four (4) Credits

English Proficiency SAT with a score ≥ 480 on the evidence-based

Reading/Writing (ERW) section of test; OR ACCESS

for ELLs ® overall composite score of ≥ 4.5

World Language Proficiency (other than
English)

Attain proficiency rating on any of the

language tests outlined in the student

application.

An official seal will appear on an award recipient's diploma and documentation will be made on

the student’s official transcript.  For more information please visit

https://www.education.nh.gov/who-we-are/commissioner/national-seal-biliteracy.
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NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION

The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is an organization designed to provide

opportunities for college athletes.  Students compete in one of three Divisions adopted in 1973:

Division I, Division II, or Division III.  Student-athletes who hope to participate in NCAA sports

must register with the NCAA Eligibility Center.

The NCAA provides assistance to college-bound student-athletes and families who wish to

practice and compete in Division I, Division II, or Division III college athletics.  Initial eligibility

standards help maintain fairness.

Students are ultimately responsible for their eligibility.  Serious school work habits and planning

ahead will help prepare the student-athlete to enjoy a successful amateur status upon entering

college.  Teachers, guidance counselors, and coaches are available to support student-athletes

in their preparation to become a college student-athlete.  Please contact the school’s guidance

department to discuss plans and to ensure guidelines for eligibility are met throughout high

school.  Any student-athlete wishing to compete at the collegiate level should meet with the

guidance counselor to plan their courses.  For more information please visit

https://web3.ncaa.org/ecwr3/.
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DEPARTMENT COURSE OFFERINGS

ART

The courses below make up the visual art course of study in the Manchester High Schools.  The

goals of the courses are to instill an understanding and appreciation for visual art.  Students

learn how to find, view, discuss, create and criticize art.  Students who wish to pursue advanced

study in art should seek input from Art Department faculty.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Advanced Drawing 1
1.0 Y AR017G/AR018G 20

1.0 Y AR017C/AR018C 20

Advanced Drawing 2 0.5 S AR019G 20

Advanced Drawing 3 0.5 S AR021G 21

AP Art and Design 1.0 Y AR047A/AR048A 24

Art for Civic Engagement 0.5 S AR005G 18

Collaborative Community Arts 0.5 S AR007G 19

Computer Graphics 1 1.0 Y AR041G/AR042G 23

Computer Graphics 2 1.0 Y AR043G/AR044G 23

Fundamentals of Art 1.0 Y AR003G/AR004G 18

Global Arts and History 0.5 S AR009G 19

Introduction to Art 1 0.5 S AR001G 18

Introduction to Art 2 0.5 S AR002G 18

Introduction to Illustration 0.5 S AR023G 21

Painting 1 1.0 Y AR025G/AR026G 21

Painting 2 0.5 S AR027G 21

Painting 3 0.5 S AR029G 22

Photography 1
1.0 Y AR013G/AR014G 19

1.0 Y AR013C/AR014C 19

Photography 2
0.5 S AR015G 20

0.5 S AR015C 20

Portfolio Preparation 1.0 Y AR045H/AR046H 23

Pottery 1 0.5 S AR031G 22

Pottery 2 0.5 S AR033G 22

Pottery 3 0.5 S AR035G 22

Sculpture 1 0.5 S AR037G 22

Sculpture 2 0.5 S AR039G 23

Smartphone Photography 0.5 S AR011G 19



COURSE OFFERINGS - ART

Introduction to Art 1

Course AR001G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course deals with the elements of art and techniques of drawing with a concentration in

line, shape, form, and texture. Students work in various media conventionally and in an

imaginative manner. Perspective and drawing from observation will be covered. Art history is

included in the curriculum throughout the course. Taking both Introduction to Art 1 and 2 is

equivalent to Fundamentals of Art.

Introduction to Art 2

Course AR002G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course involves an in-depth study of the elements of art and design. Students will

learn concepts of drawing, perspective, color theory, and painting techniques. Additional

experimentation with a variety of media, including two-dimensional and three-dimensional

forms, will be included as time permits. Art history is included in the curriculum throughout the

course. Students who have taken Introduction to Art 1 and 2 are not eligible for Fundamentals

of Art. Taking both Introduction to Art 1 and 2 is equivalent to Fundamentals of Art.

Fundamentals of Art

Course AR003G/AR004G, One Credit, Full Year

This course involves an in-depth study of the elements of art and design. Students

learn concepts of drawing, perspective, color theory, and painting techniques. Additional

studies in various media, including two-dimensional and three-dimensional forms, are included

as time permits. Art history is included in the curriculum throughout the year. This course

provides the technical background for all advanced art classes in the department. Fundamentals

of Art is the equivalent of Introduction to Art 1 and 2.

Art for Civic Engagement

Course AR005G, Half Credit, One Semester

Art has often been a catalyst for social change and community representation. Throughout

history, LGBTQ+, women, multicultural communities, people of color, environmentalists, and

more have used art to promote awareness and recognition in their communities. Throughout

this course, students learn about global artists that have used their work in this manner within

their communities. Students should be prepared to work in any medium for change and be

willing to research an area of interest during the semester and create work based on their

research. This work will be displayed in a public community space during a final exhibition.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art or Art

Department faculty approval.
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COURSE OFFERINGS - ART

Collaborative Community Arts

Course AR007G, Half Credit, One Semester

Collaborative Community Arts is a place where student voices are heard, and students work

together to beautify the school for positive change. In this class, students collaborate on ideas

to pursue throughout the school that boosts morale and school culture. Students communicate

their ideas with one another as well as work with various groups of students throughout the

semester. This class is an opportunity to change the school's climate by creatively thinking about

what our students need and striving to make a welcoming space that represents all learners.

This class is a major part of our community as it requires active participation outside the

classroom and in the surrounding spaces fostering a positive collaborative environment.

Students will primarily work with large to small mural designs and the paint medium.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art or Art

Department faculty approval.

Global Arts and History

Course AR009G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course focuses on studying world cultures through the artistry and crafts these cultures

produce. Students have the opportunity to cultivate an appreciation for the visual arts and

historical traditions of world cultures through hands-on experience. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2, or Fundamentals of Art.

Smartphone Photography

Course AR011G, Half Credit, One Semester

This class is a photo option that allows the student to explore digital photography through

smartphone use. Students are given various assignments, including subjects to study and visual

challenges to solve using techniques, applications, and processes in this digital age. Students

experiment with composition, color, and editing skills during assignments. This class is not a

prerequisite for advanced study in photography. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Fundamentals of Art.

Photography 1 (G/C)

Course AR013G/AR014G, One Credit, Full-Year

Course AR013C/AR014C, One Credit, Full-Year (Central and Memorial)

This course is designed for students who wish to learn basic, intermediate, and advanced

photography. Students explore a variety of tools, techniques, and skills including film, studio,

and darkroom photography. Students explore individual styles while producing a thematic

portfolio of photographs. Students are not required to purchase a camera for this class.  This
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COURSE OFFERINGS - ART

course may have a digital photography component available. College credit may be earned

where available upon successful completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion

of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art.

Photography 2 (G/C)

Course AR015G, Half Credit, One Semester

Course AR015C, Half Credit, One Semester (Central and Memorial)

This course is for students who wish to expand upon the intermediate and advanced techniques

learned in Photography I. Adobe Photoshop will be used to explore a variety of techniques

including constructed image-making, portfolio development, and special-effects photography.

Students are encouraged to develop a personal style while producing a diverse body of

two-dimensional and multi-media images. College credit may be earned where available upon

successful completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art

1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and Photography 1.

Advanced Drawing 1 (G/C)

Course AR017G/AR018G, One Credit, Full Year

Course AR017C/AR018C, One Credit, Full Year (Central)

This advanced drawing course is designed for students interested in developing their technical

skills in drawing. Observational and creativity-based projects will be included in the student’s

portfolio development. Students should expect an emphasis on developing their technical and

observational skills, as well as being introduced to illustration and other creativity-based

projects. Students are given ample opportunities to develop their style while learning skills with

various drawing media.  College credit may be earned where available upon successful

completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or

Foundations of Art.

Advanced Drawing 2

Course AR019G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course offers students the opportunity for technical advancement in the concepts and

techniques learned in Advanced Drawing 1, as well as an introduction to a variety of art

materials and methods. Students can expect an emphasis on developing a creative approach

through self-exploration, refining drawing and observational skills, and further developing their

artistic voice and style. Portfolio-level work will be created. Prerequisite: Successful completion

of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and Advanced Drawing 1.
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Advanced Drawing  3

Course AR021G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course allows students to continue expanding their techniques and skills. Students should

expect an emphasis on independent and creative development, utilizing learned observational

and technical skills and new art materials and techniques. Portfolio work will be created.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and

Advanced Drawing 2.

Introduction to Illustration

Course AR023G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course provides students with an introduction to illustration. Students use a variety of

media to create a variety of forms expressing their ideas visually. Students create art projects

and advanced research topics that analyze and depict an understanding of the styles and

techniques used by advanced illustrators. Students access advanced art materials such as

colored pencils, watercolors, pens and ink, acrylics, and other supplies. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art.

Painting 1

Course AR025G/AR026G, One Credit, Full Year

Painting involves exploring various painting media, including watercolor, gouache, and acrylic.

Techniques such as blending, overpainting, texturing, and layering will be stressed. Students

work independently using figurative, landscape, objective, and nonobjective motifs, developing

their creative expression through various painting media and styles. Abstraction and realism is

studied in conjunction with the great masters. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art.

Painting 2

Course AR027G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course provides the opportunity to continue to solve visual problems through painting.

Students apply techniques, processes, and compositional skills to create images through various

wet media. This class focuses on refining observational, compositional and visual

problem-solving. This course does qualify the student for AP Studio Art and is strongly

recommended for Portfolio students. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1

or 2 or Foundations of Art and Painting 1.
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Painting 3

Course AR029G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed for students who have taken Painting 2 and wish to continue to solve

visual problems through painting. Students apply techniques, processes, and compositional

skills to create images through various wet media. This class focuses on refining observational,

compositional and visual problem-solving. This course qualifies the student for AP Studio Art

and is strongly recommended for Portfolio students. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and Painting 2.

Pottery 1

Course AR031G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course introduces students to the various hand-building techniques while creating

decorative and functional pottery. Students incorporate the principles of design and are

introduced to the science of glaze chemistry as they are exposed to the history and the

numerous processes for pottery creation. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to

Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art.

Pottery 2

Course AR033G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course offers students the opportunity for the personal growth of all hand-building

techniques and skills learned in Pottery 1. The Potter’s Wheel is introduced and explored

through various projects. Proper techniques and problem-solving skills will be necessary.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and

Pottery 1.

Pottery 3

Course AR035G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course allows students to explore their ideas while developing their hand-building skills and

techniques used on the Potter’s Wheel. Students have time to understand the processes

involved with construction, glazing, firing, and studio upkeep. Proper techniques and

problem-solving skills are necessary. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1

or 2 or Foundations of Art and Pottery 2.

Sculpture 1

Course AR037G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course allows students to explore various materials while understanding the processes

used to create three-dimensional forms. Past and present sculptors are introduced and studied.
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Creativity, originality, and problem-solving skills will be stressed throughout the artistic process.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art.

Sculpture 2

Course AR039G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course further develops the skills and techniques learned in Sculpture 1. Students explore

their ideas while incorporating various sculptors from the past and present. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and successful

completion of Sculpture 1.

Computer Graphics 1

Course AR041G/AR042G, One Credit, Full Year

Computer Graphics 1 (Graphic Design) explores the application of design principles and creative

visual problem solving using industry-standard applications such as Adobe Illustrator, InDesign,

and Photoshop. With an emphasis on understanding and applying appropriate design

methodologies, students develop print collateral and media-based imagery using their creative

concepts and designs. Computer Graphics 1 allows students to gain a technical foundation for

effective visual design solutions while fulfilling the computer literacy requirement for

graduation. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of

Art.

Computer Graphics 2

Course AR043G/AR044G, One Credit, Full Year

This course explores the application of design principles and methods of visual problem-solving

in the graphic design industry. Emphasis is placed on expanding proficiency in all aspects of the

design process, including technical skills, creative brainstorming, critical thinking, and

presentation of design solutions. Students build upon software skills learned in Computer

Graphics 1.  Industry-standard and open-source software are explored as students build a

portfolio of 2D and 3D work. Prerequisite: Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to

Art 1 or 2 or Foundations of Art and Computer Graphics 1.

Portfolio Preparation (H)

Course AR045H/AR046H, One Credit, Full Year

Portfolio Preparation is a Studio Art class intended to develop a portfolio of individual work.

The student is encouraged to develop an artistic voice using various media and a combination of

directed and independent pieces of artwork. Digital images, work analysis, and critique will

further develop a portfolio that the student can use in high school learning.  Students start by
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creating their digital portfolios and specific concentrations that will be brought into the AP 2-D

Art and Design course.

AP Art and Design

Course AR047A/AR048A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Art and Design focuses on the development of 2-Dimensional skills through materials and

processes such as graphic design, photography, collage, printmaking, fashion illustration, and

others. Students will investigate materials and processes used by designers, communicate ideas

about art and design and experiment with process. Students who complete the AP exam may be

eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Art 1 or 2 or

Foundations of Art.
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BUSINESS

Functional areas of business are covered in the course offerings in the Business Department.

Opportunities to experience and explore different facets of the world of business are provided.

Students with a special interest in pursuing a career in one of the many business pathways after

high school will be well-prepared with rigorous and current studies and application.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Accounting 1.0 Y BU013G/BU014G 27

1.0 Y BU013C/BU014C 27

Business Law 0.5 S BU015G 27

Career Exploration/Study Skills 0.5 S FP001G 25

Introduction to Business 1.0 Y BU001G/BU002G 26

Marketing 1 1.0 Y BU003G/BU004G 26

1.0 Y BU003C/BU004C 26

Marketing 2 1.0 Y BU005G/BU006G 26

Marketing 3 1.0 Y BU007G/BU008G 26

Principles of Management 1.0 Y BU011G/BU012G 27

1.0 Y BU011C/BU012C 27

Sports and Entertainment Marketing 0.5 S BU009G 27

Career Exploration and Study Skills

Course FP001G, Half Credit, One Semester

Career Exploration is designed to prepare students to make informed educational and career

decisions. Students do self-study on their interests, aptitudes, and strengths to set goals for

their futures. Students understand career clusters, the decision-making process, budgeting, and

will complete career research in an area of interest. Students learn how to prepare for the

interview process and scholarship process. Students complete in-depth research, as well as

participate in oral and visual presentations.
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Introduction to Business

Course BU001G/BU002G, One Credit, Full Year

This course of study in business is an excellent choice for students considering a business

discipline in college or direct entry into the workforce. Students are introduced to the study of

the economy, owning and operating a business, marketing, management, career planning,

banking, credit, and personal finance. Students complete research-based projects and business

simulations.

Marketing I (G/C)

Course BU003G/BU004G, One Credit, Full Year

Course BU003C/BU004C, One Credit, Full Year (Central and Memorial)

This course provides a basic understanding of marketing and the marketing mix product, price,

place, and promotion. Students learn the basic parts of a marketing plan and gain experience by

creating a marketing plan for a product of their choice. Students engage in real-world marketing

analysis and projects of greater depth. Students have the option to participate in Distributive

Education Clubs of America (DECA) and are required to participate in the operation of the

school store. College credit may be earned where available upon successful completion of this

course.

Marketing 2

Course BU005G/BU006G, One Credit, Full Year

Students apply various marketing concepts to current trends in the real world through

coursework and projects. Students are responsible for preparing a daily deposit, ordering

products, and promoting new products that come into the store. Students complete the online

virtual business simulation. Students have the option to participate in Distributive Education

Clubs of America (DECA) and are required to participate in the operations of the school store.

Marketing 3

Course BU007G/BU008G, One Credit, Full Year

Students participate in supervisory and management activities focusing on the marketing mix,

purchasing, financing, human resources, global marketing, pricing, and emerging technologies.

Students prepare for advancement in marketing careers and postsecondary education.

Classroom instruction is reinforced through the use of case studies, field studies, guest lectures,

and work-based learning experiences. Work to learn is available for this course where students

combine classroom instruction and supervised on-the-job training.  Students need to apply and

adapt to certain standards to be considered for the work-to-learn opportunity.
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Sports Entertainment and Marketing

Course BU009G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course examines the entire marketing process as it pertains to the world of sports and

entertainment marketing. Emphasis is on the marketing mix of product, price, place, and

promotion. Students have the option to participate in Distributive Clubs of America (DECA).

Principles of Management (G/C)

Course BU011G/BU012G, One Credit, Full Year

Course BU011C/BU012C, One Credit, Full Year (Memorial)

This course provides a basic framework for understanding the role and functions of a manager

and the principles, concepts, and techniques that can be used in carrying out these functions.

Specific topics include planning, decision-making, organizing, leading, controlling, and

innovating. Students have the option to participate in Distributive Education Clubs of America

(DECA) and may have a role in the operation of the school store. College credit may be earned

where available upon successful completion of this course.

Accounting

Course BU013G/BU014G, One Credit, Full Year

Course BU013C/BU014C, One Credit, Full Year (Central)

Students acquire critical skills in Accounting fundamentals needed for their future personal

finance and working in or owning a business. Students learn concepts and usage of assets,

liabilities, equity, revenue, and expense accounts along with procedures to journalize and post

daily transactions, prepare financial statements, and close a ledger at the end of the fiscal

period. Class activities, simulations, and case studies further reinforce concepts and critical

thinking skills. College credit may be earned where available upon successful completion of this

course.

Business Law

Course BU015G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course examines our legal system and exposes students to a variety of current legal issues.

Topics covered include the court system, civil law, criminal law, and contract law. Legal and

ethical concepts are also analyzed. This course is fast-paced and ideal for students with an

interest in law. Mock Trials and case studies further reinforce concepts and critical thinking

skills. Students are required to participate in the Mock Trial competition.
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CAREER AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Manchester School of Technology CTE Center is one of twenty-two regional Career and

Technical Centers in the State of New Hampshire.  We offer 2 and 3-year CTE programs to

sophomores, juniors, and seniors from Manchester, Bedford, Goffstown, Londonderry, and

other surrounding towns. Students who attend the MST CTE Center generally come for one

100-minute block each day and are at their traditional high school for the remainder of the

school day. Some of our programs require a 2-block commitment.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Automotive Technology 1 2.0 Y CT001C/CT002C 30

Automotive Technology 2 2.0 Y CT003G/CT004G 30

Automotive Technology 3 2.0 Y CT004G/CT005G 30

Aviation 1 2.0 Y CT007G/CT008G 30

Aviation 2 2.0 Y CT009G/CT010G 30

Business and Marketing Principles 1 2.0 Y CT011C/CT012C 31

Business and Marketing Principles 2 2.0 Y CT013G/CT014G 31

Business and Marketing Principles 3 2.0 Y CT015G/CT016G 31

Careers in Education 1 2.0 Y CT017G/CT018G 31

Careers in Education 2 2.0 Y CT019G/CT020G 31

Careers in Education 3 2.0 Y CT021G/CT022G 31

Collision Repair 1 2.0 Y CT023G/CT024G 31

Collision Repair 2 2.0 Y CT025C/CT026C 31

Collision Repair 3 2.0 Y CT027G/CT028G 31

Cosmetology 1 2.0 Y CT029G/CT030G 32

Cosmetology 2 2.0 Y CT031G/CT032G 32

Cosmetology 3 4.0 Y CT033G/CT034G 32

Criminal Justice and Law 1 2.0 Y CT091G/CT092G 32

Criminal Justice and Law 2 2.0 Y CT093G/CT094G 32
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Criminal Justice and Law 3 2.0 Y CT095G/CT096G 32

Culinary Arts 1 2.0 Y CT035C/CT036C 33

Culinary Arts 2 2.0 Y CT037C/CT038C 33

Culinary Arts 3 2.0 Y CT027G/CT028G 33

Design Communication 1 2.0 Y CT041G/CT042G 33

Design Communication 2 2.0 Y CT043G/CT044G 33

Design Communication 3 2.0 Y CT045G/CT046G 33

Electrical Technology 1 2.0 Y CT047G/CT048G 33

Electrical Technology 2 2.0 Y CT049G/CT050G 33

Electrical Technology 3 2.0 Y CT051G/CT052G 33

EMT Basic 2.0 S CT053H 34

Fire Science 2.0 S CT055H 34

Game Design and Graphics 1 2.0 Y CT061G/CT062G 35

Game Design and Graphics 2 2.0 Y CT063G/CT064G 35

Game Design and Graphics 3 2.0 Y CT065G/CT066G 35

Health Professions 1 2.0 Y CT067C/CT068C 35

Health Professions 2 2.0 Y CT069G/CT070G 35

Health Professions 3 2.0 Y CT071G/CT072G 35

HVAC 1 2.0 Y CT073G/CT074G 35

HVAC 2 2.0 Y CT075G/CT076G 35

HVAC 3 2.0 Y CT077G/CT078G 35

Landscape Design/Construction and

Horticulture 1 2.0 Y CT079G/CT080G 36

Landscape Design/Construction and

Horticulture 2 2.0 Y CT081G/CT082G 36

Landscape Design/Construction and

Horticulture 3 2.0 Y CT083G/CT084G 36

Manufacturing Technology 1 2.0 Y CT085G/CT086G 36

Manufacturing Technology 2 2.0 Y CT087G/CT088G 36

Manufacturing Technology 3 2.0 Y CT089G/CT090G 36
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Residential Carpentry 1 2.0 Y CT097G/CT098G 37

Residential Carpentry 2 2.0 Y CT099G/CT100G 37

Residential Carpentry 3 2.0 Y CT101G/CT102G 37

Residential Plumbing 1 2.0 Y CT103G/CT104G 37

Residential Plumbing 2 2.0 Y CT105G/CT106G 37

Residential Plumbing 3 2.0 Y CT107G/CT108G 37

Video and Digital Media Production 1 2.0 Y CT109G/CT110G 37

Video and Digital Media Production 2 2.0 Y CT111C/CT112C 37

Video and Digital Media Production 3 2.0 Y CT113G/CT114G 37

Automotive Technology

Automotive Technology 1: CT001C/CT002C, Two Credits, Full Year

Automotive Technology 2: CT003G/CT004G, Two Credits, Full Year

Automotive Technology 3: CT004G/CT005G, Two Credits, Full Year

Students will gain knowledge and skills in the repair, maintenance, and diagnosis of vehicle

systems. Our two-year program also includes applicable safety and environmental rules and

regulations. The focus is to teach safety, tool identification, proper tool use, and employability

skills following National Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) standards. We are a

National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (NATEF) certified training facility.

Students have the opportunity for job internships, as well as honing their skills in our on-site

garages. This program is a Running Start program, which awards transferable college credit to

students who successfully complete the Automotive Technology program, as well as an ASE

student certification.

Aviation

Aviation 1: CT007G/CT008G, Two Credits, Full Year

Aviation 2: CT009G/CT010G, Two Credits, Full Year

The student will be immersed in the early history of flight and its exciting development over the

years. Utilizing an aviation-manufacturing curriculum, several aspects of flight aerodynamics

and manufacturing processes, including the use of flight simulators, drones, and static aircraft

displays are covered. Identification and applications of basic hand tools, precision
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measurement, and metal fabrication tools are covered. Working in our shops, students utilize

these tools on several projects, including the manufacturing of a Vans RV-12iS airplane.

Business and Marketing Principles

Business and Marketing Principles 1: CT011C/CT012C, Two Credits, Full Year

Business and Marketing Principles 2: CT013G/CT014G, Two Credits, Full Year

Business and Marketing Principles 3: CT015G/CT016G, Two Credits, Full Year

This two-year program focuses on exploring and nurturing the entrepreneurial spirit in creative

students who exhibit an interest in meeting consumer demand. Through the research of various

business models, meetings with community business leaders, and hands-on experiences in our

school enterprise activities, students are provided with a well-rounded experience of what it

means to conduct business. The program is designed to provide various pathways for students

to take the next step in their career goals. This is a Running Start program, which awards

transferable college credit to students who successfully complete Business Principles and

Marketing and also provides the opportunity to earn an industry-recognized certification in

customer service.

Careers in Education

Careers in Education 1: CT017G/CT018G, Two Credits, Full Year

Careers in Education 2: CT019G/CT020G, Two Credits, Full Year

Careers in Education 3: CT021G/CT022G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program is designed for students who are interested in pursuing careers in the field of

education. Students have the opportunity to obtain the needed skills in these careers through

classroom lectures, demonstrations, observations, technology, and instructional activities. The

classroom curriculum encompasses all aspects of education which includes units in language

arts, math, art, nutrition, health, safety, positive guidance techniques, and development from

birth to adolescence. Students also create developmentally appropriate lesson plans that are

then conducted with school-aged children.

Collision Repair and Refinishing

Collision Repair and Refinishing 1: CT023G/CT024G, Two Credits, Full Year

Collision Repair and Refinishing 2: CT025C/CT026C, Two Credits, Full Year

Collision Repair and Refinishing 3: CT027G/CT028G, Two Credits, Full Year

The Collision Repair program is designed to expose and train students to state of the art

industry standards through hands-on shop training and classroom automotive theory. The
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program strives to remain equipped with the most current equipment, products, and

technology which is steered through the advisory committee. Students prepare for either

post-secondary education or the industry. Students are exposed to and learn repair procedures

in dent repair, panel alignment, panel replacement, MIG welding-spray equipment, primers,

topcoats, suspension and steering, cooling systems, detailing, shop equipment, and more.  The

program currently has an articulation agreement with Nashua Community College

Cosmetology

Cosmetology 1: CT029G/CT030G, Two Credits, Full Year

Cosmetology 2: CT031G/CT032G, Two Credits, Full Year

Cosmetology 3: CT033G/CT034G, Four Credits, Full Year

The Cosmetology program utilizes the most comprehensive, up-to-date principles and

technology of teaching cosmetology. It offers a step-by-step, practical development of subject

matter to help lay the foundation for a better understanding of the nature of hair and skin. The

cosmetology course of study is designed to prepare students for the state licensing examination

and employment. The knowledge and skills help prepare our graduates to keep pace with new

techniques and to prepare the student for work as a hair designer, salon manager, hair colorist,

salon owner, product demonstrator, etc. The course combines classroom theory and practical

clinic hours. Students may earn their professional license through the NH Board of Cosmetology

Licensed School.

Criminal Justice and Law

Criminal Justice/Law 1: CT091G/CT092G, Two Credits, Full Year

Criminal Justice/Law 2: CT093G/CT094G, Two Credits, Full Year

Criminal Justice/Law 3: CT095G/CT096G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program provides an environment that supports learning and the exploration of career

opportunities in the Criminal Justice fields, including but not limited to, police officer, homeland

security, crime lab technician, legal services and social work. Academic, technical, and

employability skills are incorporated into the curriculum in order that students to complete the

program with a strong foundation.  The importance of respect, integrity, ethical behavior, and

professionalism will be emphasized as key factors in terms of employability. Students have the

opportunity to earn college credits upon successful completion of Criminal Justice and Law and

the opportunity to earn industry-recognized FEMA Certificates.
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Culinary Arts and Baking Production

Culinary Arts 1: CT035C/CT036C, Two Credits, Full Year

Culinary Arts 2: CT037C/CT038C, Two Credits, Full Year

Culinary Arts 3: CT039G/CT040G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program focuses on giving students core fundamentals of each discipline which can be

expanded upon through future schooling, apprenticeships or working in the field upon

graduation. Students begin their chosen career experiences in an innovative lab and classroom

environment that blends theory with hands-on experience. In addition, they are part of a

student-managed dining room and bakery where they begin to gain skills in the hospitality field.

This program is a Running Start program, which awards transferable college credit to students

who successfully complete Culinary Arts and Baking Production, and provides the opportunity

to earn industry-recognized Serve Safe certificates.

Design Communication

Design Communication 1: CT041G/CT042G, Two Credit, Full Year

Design Communication 2: CT043G/CT044G, Two Credit, Full Year

Design Communication 3: CT045G/CT046G, Two Credit, Full Year

The Design Communication curriculum is a reflection of the design process: problem definition,

conceptualization, presentation, documentation, and prototyping. Students are offered realistic

learning experiences for the exploration and development of professional design skills relevant

to a diversity of design disciplines including architecture, mechanical engineering, industrial

design, and civil engineering. Within these design contexts, students have the opportunity to

become proficient through the integration of traditional and advanced technology methods for

the communication of design including sketching, technical drawing, rendering, and modeling as

well as digital imaging, Computer-Aided Design and Drafting (CADD), Building Information

Modeling (BIM) and B-rep parametric solid modeling required of today’s designers and students

of design. Through active engagement, students can acquire the technical skills and creative

techniques necessary to compete and succeed in the pursuit of a career in design.

Electrical Technology

Electrical Technology 1: CT047G/CT048G, Two Credit, Full Year

  Electrical Technology 2: CT049G/CT050G, Two Credit, Full Year

  Electrical Technology 3: CT051G/CT052G, Two Credit, Full Year

Students in the Electrical Technology program learn the fundamentals of electrical circuitry and

the laws that govern electricity. This course includes electrical theory, electrical building code,
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safety practices, and installation techniques. The program goes beyond typical high school

expectations. Industrial monitor control and smart home technology are available for advanced

students. Upon successful completion of the program, students can apply their high school

credits toward the apprenticeship program in electrical work.

Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)

EMT Basic: CT053H, Two Credits, One Semester

The EMT Basic Program is a 200+ hour entry-level medical training program that includes 16+

hours of required clinical time in the emergency room or riding along in an ambulance. Students

successfully completing this course will be eligible to take the National Registry Exam, a

prerequisite for any advanced EMT or Paramedic program. Students will experience the many

branches of the health care system relevant to basic certification. The curriculum includes

airway management, oxygen therapy, patient assessment, medical emergencies, traumatic

injuries, special patient populations, and EMS operations. Students who successfully complete

this program are eligible to take the National Registry of EMTs examination and subsequently

apply for state licensure.

Fire Science

Fire Science 1: CT055H, Two Credits, One Semester

Completion of the program prepares students to succeed on their Level 1 Firefighting

Certification test (valid in all 38 Pro-Board states in the US as well as several other countries). If

a student passes the entire program before the age of 18, a certificate of completion will be

issued by NHFA, which is simply exchanged for their Firefighter 1 certificate when age 18 is

reached. Prerequisite:  Students wishing to become a certified firefighter through the New

Hampshire Fire and EMS Academy (NHFA) must be CPR-certified prior to starting the program.

The student's CPR card should not expire before the end of the fire science program. Students

must also successfully complete three (3) online FEMA certifications before registering for the

class.  Students must have enough credits to graduate without the credits earned from Fire

Science or EMT.  Students interested in the program should contact Lieutenant Leo Roy

(leoroy@mansd.org) immediately for all details.
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Game Design and Graphics

Game Design and Graphics 1: CT061G/CT062G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Game Design and Graphics 2: CT063G/CT064G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Game Design and Graphics 3: CT065G/CT066G, Two Credits, Full Year

This is a two-year comprehensive program that allows students to explore all aspects of the

exciting world of game design. Students have access to professional industry software and

devices. Throughout the program, students will be creating games on multiple platforms,

individually and in teams. This program prepares students to take multiple professional

certificates and readies them for post-secondary game development programs in universities

across the United States. The skills learned here are in high demand in multiple industries, such

as entertainment, engineering, manufacturing, research and development, and education.

Health Professions

Health Professions 1: CT067C/CT068C, Two Credits, Full Year

  Health Professions 2: CT069G/CT070G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Health Professions 3: CT071G/CT072G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program introduces students to professional healthcare careers found within the

diagnostic, therapeutic, environmental, biomedical, and information services clusters. Career

pathway exploration, on an individual student level, continues throughout the program. At the

same time, the incredible scientific world of medicine is investigated. Anatomy and Physiology,

Pathophysiology, and Medical Terminology are just a few of the topics covered. Hands-on skills

are mastered such as Infection Control Techniques, Communication, Patient Care, Employee and

Patient Safety, First Aid and CPR Certification, measuring and recording Vital Signs, Vision and

Hearing Screens, and 21st Century Skills. Students can earn hours towards their Licensed

Nursing Assistant (LNA) certification.

Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC)

HVAC 1: CT073G/CT074G, Two Credits, Full Year

  HVAC 2: CT075G/CT076G, Two Credits, Full Year

  HVAC 3: CT077G/CT078G, Two Credits, Full Year

In this program students learn about each individual component of a Beckett oil burner, how it

functions and how to completely assemble and wire it. Students are exposed to different

hydronic heating systems and how to install them efficiently. Additional skills taught include the

proper installation of an oil tank and how to thread black pipe. Students learn the different

components required and necessary to pipe and wire a hydronic forced hot water boiler system.
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Students learn all about series and parallel circuits and the wiring of a complete split A/C

system. Additional skills taught include ductwork installation, proper piping techniques (silver

soldering with oxy/acetylene and nitrogen), charing, and startup. The HVAC program is also

designed to expose students to the proper use of hand and power tools used in the HVAC

industry and prepare them for an apprenticeship program.

Landscape Design/Construction and Horticulture

Landscape Design/Construction and Horticulture 1: CT079G/CT080G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Landscape Design/Construction and Horticulture 2: CT081G/CT082G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Landscape Design/Construction and Horticulture 3: CT083G/CT084G, Two Credits, Full Year

The Landscape Design/Construction and Horticulture program prepares students in all phases of

horticulture, landscape/hardscape design and installation, hydraulic equipment operations,

nursery operations, and turf management. With an emphasis on residential installation,

students will learn the proper use of hand and power tools, skid loaders/excavators,

construction materials, measuring and estimating, blueprint and plan reading, and job site

safety. Topics of study include Plant Identification, Plant & Soil Science, Landscape Installation

and Management, Greenhouse/Nursery Production, Arboriculture, and Floriculture. Students

have the opportunity to earn industry-recognized credentials.

Manufacturing Technology

Manufacturing Tech 1: CT085G/CT086G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Manufacturing Tech 2: CT087G/CT088G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Manufacturing Tech 3: CT089G/CT090G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program uses team-based master projects to guide student learning. Student teams select

a master project from seven technology sectors and then design and build an invention or idea

related to the technology sector chosen. Motivated students receive a wide variety of

knowledge and skills based upon which to grow. These skills help the student prepare for

post-secondary education or enhance the opportunity for employment in industry.

Post-secondary options include, but are not limited to:  work with robotics, AC/DC Electricity,

Solid Works Design, Welding, Sheet metal, CNC operation, and Pneumatics.
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Residential Carpentry

Residential Carpentry 1: CT097G/CT098G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Residential Carpentry 2: CT099G/CT100G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Residential Carpentry 3: CT101G/CT102G, Two Credits, Full Year

This program provides a firm foundation of carpentry basics and creates real world experiences

for students to explore. There is a high and ever present need for trained carpentry skills in

today’s workforce and in personal lives.  Experience can be obtained for post-secondary

schooling and job opportunities.  Students have the opportunity to complete their OSHA 10

certification.  Skills learned can be directly applied to work opportunities.

Residential Plumbing

Residential Plumbing 1: CT103G/CT104G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Residential Plumbing 2: CT105G/CT106G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Residential Plumbing 3: CT107G/CT108G, Two Credits, Full Year

Students are exposed to the hand tools, power tools and piping material (PVC, PEX, copper)

required to completely install the plumbing within a residential structure. Students also learn

how to hard and soft solder using oxy/acetylene, acetylene, liquid propane, and mapp. In the

second phase of the program, students are introduced to different hydronic heating systems,

both oil and gas-fired. Students learn how a Beckett oil burner operates, the function of each

component within that burner as well as the proper way to wire the various primary controls.

Upon successful completion of the program, students may apply their high school credits

toward the apprenticeship program in plumbing.

Video and Digital Media Production

Video and Digital Media Production 1: CT109G/CT110G, Two Credits, Full Year

  Video and Digital Media Production 2: CT111C/CT112C, Two Credits, Full Year

  Video and Digital Media Production 3: CT113G/CT114G, Two Credits, Full Year

The Video and Digital Media Production Program focuses on understanding and applying

various techniques and tools used in the digital media industry.  Students train for careers in

film, television, advertising, photography, and audio production using professional tools and

software as they prepare for a career in the media industry.  Students will enhance editing skills

using Apple Final Cut Pro, Motion, and Logic, Adobe Premiere Pro, Photoshop, After Effects, and

Animate. Projects are entered into contests and festivals, posted online, and screened on

television.  Students have an opportunity to earn college credit and earn industry certification in

Final Cut Pro X.
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ENGLISH

The English Departments of the Manchester High Schools offer a program designed to prepare students

for success beyond high school. Through four years of study, we seek to instill in each student an

appreciation of the English Language Arts with a program of core and elective courses, based on the

Manchester Academic Standards and Competencies.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

American Literature
1.0 Y EN005G/EN006G 40

1.0 Y EN005H/EN006H 40

American Studies Literature
1.0 Y EN007G/EN008G 40

1.0 Y EN007H/EN008H 40

1.0 Y EN007C/EN008C 40

AP Language and Composition 1.0 Y EN009A/EN010A 41

AP Literature and Composition 1.0 Y EN011A/EN012A 41

College Composition 0.5 S EN015C 41

College Composition 110X 1.0 Y EN017C/EN018C 42

Creative Writing 0.5 S EN019G 42

Critical Reading and Writing Skills 1 1.0 Y EN033G/EN034G 43

Critical Reading and Writing Skills 2 1.0 Y EN035G/EN036G 44

Film Literature and Composition 1.0 Y EN013G/EN014G 41

Folklore and Mythology 0.5 S EN025G 43

Genres of Literature and Composition
1.0 Y EN001G/EN002G 39

1.0 Y EN001H/EN002H 39

Humanities Lab 0.5 S EN037G 44

Journalism 0.5 S EN021G 42

Public Speaking 0.5 S EN023G 42

Short Fiction 0.5 S EN027G 43

Social Issues in Literature 0.5 S EN029G 43

Topics in English Literature 0.5 S EN031G 43

World Literature
1.0 Y EN003G/EN004G 39

1.0 Y EN003H/EN004H 39
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Genres of Literature and Composition

Course EN001G/EN002G, One Credit, Full Year

Students are introduced to classic and modern literature through a variety of genres, including

but not limited to, fiction, non-fiction, drama and poetry. Integrated into the reading, students

produce written work including critical, analytical, research, and MLA format informative

writing. Students use the research process to investigate, outline, and write a research paper in

MLA format. Creative and reflective writing will be produced by students as well as grammar

and vocabulary in context.

Genres of Literature and Composition (H)

Course EN001H/EN002H, One Credit, Full Year

Students are introduced to classic and modern literature through a variety of genres and

cultures. Students read fiction, non-fiction, drama and poetry. Integrated into the reading,

students produce written work in the form of critical, analytical, research, and MLA format

expository writing. During the year, students complete a MLA research paper using the research

process. Creative and reflective writing will be produced by students. This advanced course is

designed for students who are interested in literature and want to develop their “voice” in their

writing.

World Literature

Course EN003G/EN004G, One Credit, Full Year

This course focuses on the evolution of world literature, from a variety of cultures through

ancient times to the modern era.  Students connect literature to its historical context and

current issues. Students further develop their analytical and research skills through informative

writing. Students write creative and reflective pieces. Writing instruction provides practice with

revision and citing evidence. The course also requires students to develop their speaking and

listening skills through presentation and discussion.

World Literature (H)

Course EN003H/EN004H, One Credit, Full Year

This course focuses on the evolution of world literature, from a variety of cultures through

ancient times to the modern era.  Students trace themes through historical context and current

issues. Students practice close reading, develop their critical, analytical and research skills

through expository writing. Students write creative and reflective pieces. Writing instruction

provides practice with revision, such as improving word choice, structure, and evidence.
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Students develop their speaking and listening skills through regular presentation and in-depth

class discussions in this accelerated pace course.

American Literature

Course EN005G/EN006G, One Credit, Full Year

This course emphasizes an understanding and appreciation of the development of American

Literature from its earliest period to present day. Students read a variety of selections from

fiction, non-fiction, drama, and poetry. The development of reading, writing, vocabulary, and

oral communication skills is emphasized. The writing process is an integral part of the course

and requires an MLA-based research paper.

American Literature (H)

Course EN005H/EN006H, One Credit, Full Year

This survey of American Literature is an accelerated paced course for students with high interest

or success in English courses. This course provides an in depth look at the development of

literature from its earliest period to present day, tracing themes through historical context and

current issues. Students practice close reading and further develop their critical, analytical and

research skills through expository writing.  Students complete analytical essays, deliver

presentations and participate in a major research project.

American Studies Literature

Course EN007G/EN008G, One Credit, Full Year

Spanning the time period from Reconstruction to the present, American Studies is a

cross-curricular study of both American Literature and US History. Students who complete this

course will earn one credit of English and concurrent enrollment in American Studies History

fulfills their US History requirement. Readings in both disciplines, frequent writings, research,

and class collaboration are integral to the course. NOTE:  Must be taken concurrently with

American Studies History.

American Studies Literature (H/C)

Course EN007H/EN008H, One Credit, Full Year

Course EN007C/EN008C, One Credit, Full Year (Central)

Spanning the time period from Reconstruction to the present, American Humanities is a cross

curricular study of both American Literature and US History. Students who complete this course

will earn one credit of English and concurrent enrollment in American Studies History fulfills
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their US History requirement.  Readings in both disciplines, frequent writings, research, and

class collaboration are integral to the course.  College credit may be earned where available

upon successful completion of this course. NOTE: Must be taken concurrently with American

Studies History.

AP Language and Composition

Course EN009A/EN010A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Language and Composition is an introductory college-level composition course. Students

cultivate their understanding of writing and rhetorical arguments through reading, analyzing,

and writing texts as they explore topics like rhetorical situations, claims and evidence, reasoning

and organization, and style. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college

credit.

AP Literature and Composition

Course EN011A/EN012A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Literature and Composition is an introductory college-level literary analysis course. Students

cultivate their understanding of literature through reading and analyzing texts as they explore

concepts like character, setting, structure, perspective, figurative language, and literary analysis

in the context of literary works. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college

credit.

Film Literature and Composition

Course EN013G/EN014G, One Credit, Full Year

Students explore the art of film,  the literary and film genres, and the history of film through

reading and writing. The course introduces the major steps of adapting a piece of writing into a

film and puts these steps into practice, culminating in collaborating on a short film, and using

the process learned throughout the year.

College Composition

Course EN015C, Half Credit, One Semester

This course prepares students for the rigors of college-level research and writing. Emphasis is on

the stages of the writing process, including conducting research, evaluating sources, outlining,

and drafting process. Students also read and analyze literature from various genres and

traditions. Students will develop a semester-long integrated research paper. College credit may

be earned upon successful completion.
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College Composition 110X

Course EN017C/EN018C, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed for students interested in improving their expository writing skills and

completing college level work. The course will emphasize both critical responses to a variety of

readings and the writing process culminating in an extensive research project.  It is paced more

slowly than the regular composition course to allow students additional time to master

competencies.  College credit may be earned upon successful completion. Prerequisite:

permission of English faculty.

Creative Writing

Course EN019G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is for writers who want to challenge themselves in a search for individual styles and

techniques to write prose and poetry, focusing on continuity and coherence. Students must

meet the demands of the writing process: brainstorming, outlining, drafting, editing, critiquing,

conferencing, presenting, and reading. Students develop a portfolio and engage in

self-reflection.

Journalism

Course EN021G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students learn the essential skills of gathering information, fact-checking, and reporting. Areas

of study include: interviewing, media ethics, news writing, design, and layout. Topics include the

functions and roles of various media. The course examines the history of media and

investigative reporting, encouraging students to explore and develop their own journalistic

styles.

Public Speaking

Course EN023G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students practice an important life skill that can be used on a small or large scale. Students gain

confidence and skills that can be used in everyday life through regular practice and speech

exercises. The course involves reading, writing, and evaluating speeches throughout history.

Students frequently demonstrate their communication skills through their own presentations.
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Folklore and Mythology

Course EN025G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students read an overview of world folklore and myths, emphasizing the links among cultures

so that students may appreciate the connections among societies, as well as modern-day

references to these stories. Students read critically and write effectively in a variety of genres,

complete research, and engage in interactive discussion.

Short Fiction

Course EN027G, Half Credit, One Semester

Through critical reading of short fiction, students examine the components of short stories,

including structure, theme, and plot. The class emphasizes character and plot development. A

variety of stories are read, compared, and contrasted. Students compose essays and original

stories to enhance their analytical and writing skills.

Social Issues in Literature

Course EN029G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to heighten students’ awareness of literature as a means of conveying

the impact of various social issues, including the history of book banning, censorship and

women’s issues. Emphasis is on close reading of each text and comparative analysis through

written and oral expression.

Topics in English Literature

Course EN031G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to meet essential English standards while catering to student interest.

Course content will vary from year to year as students express interest in new topics. Students

should ask their English teacher about this year’s options.

Critical Reading and Writing Skills 1

Course EN033G/EN034G, One Credit, Full Year

Students strengthen their reading and writing skills to meet the ELA Standards for grades nine

and ten. Study skills and the application of academic skills to real-life situations are the focus of

this course.  Students continue to work on reading comprehension, vocabulary, and analytical

strategies through various high-interest fiction, and practice writing in a variety of genres.

Prerequisite:  English Department faculty or Guidance Counselor permission.
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Critical Reading and Writing Skills 2

Course EN035G/EN036G, One Credit, Full Year

Students strengthen their reading and writing skills to meet the ELA Standards for grades eleven

and twelve. Study skills and the application of academic skills to real-life situations are the focus

of this course.  Students continue to work on reading comprehension, vocabulary, and analytical

strategies through various high-interest fiction, and practice writing in a variety of genres.

Prerequisite:  English Department faculty or Guidance Counselor permission.

Humanities Lab

Course EN037G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students enrolled in this course are concurrently enrolled in another English course. The focus

of this course is to review and enhance the content in their primary English class. Humanities

Lab extends the base of essential English reading and writing skills. NOTE: Students will be

scheduled for this course based on their i-Ready scores and teacher recommendation.
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ENGLISH SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

English Learner (EL) courses are designed for students who speak English as an additional

language to their first language. Placement in courses will take student performance and

experience, State requirements, ACCESS scores, and teacher recommendations into account.

Students taking EL classes receive high school credits by successfully meeting district

competencies and expectations through academics, communication, and social and civic

components. All the EL English Courses are pathways for the New Hampshire Seal of Biliteracy

for English Learners and meet English Graduation requirements.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

English Language Development 1 - Entering 1.0 Y EL001G/EL002G 45

English Language Development 2 - Pre-Emerging 1.0 Y EL003G/EL004G 45

English Language Development 3 - Emerging 1.0 Y EL005G/EL006G 46

English Language Development 4 - Developing 1.0 Y EL007G/EL008G 46

ESOL Academic Support 0.5 S EL009G 47

English Language and Development 1 - Entering

Course EL001G/EL002G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs).  This course

develops EL students’ academic reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills in English using

the WIDA and content standards. Students simultaneously develop social and academic fluency.

Students have the opportunity to communicate about daily, past, and future activities as well as

relate everyday tasks such as:  greeting others, asking for directions, completing forms, and

attending doctors' appointments. Students learn grammar and vocabulary for the purpose of

developing a background for success in mainstream classes.

English Language and Development 2 - Pre-Emerging

Course EL003G/EL004G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs).  This course

further develops students’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening in English using the WIDA

standards and content standards. Students have the opportunity to communicate about daily,
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past, and future activities as well as express their likes and dislikes about food, clothes, and

shopping. Students merge grammar and vocabulary to talk about meaningful events in their

lives and develop vocabulary for success in mainstream classes.  Students utilize technology,

and peer practice to sharpen listening skills.  The emphasis is on building relationships through

interdisciplinary project-based learning and developing all four domains of language.

English Language and Development 3 - Emerging

Course EL005G/EL006G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs). Students take

notes, read and write conversations and practice speaking, focusing on new vocabulary words in

context. Students utilize new vocabulary and standard spelling and grammar to ask questions

and give information concerning personal, social, and academic situations. Students improve

their reading skills through daily reading, writing, and speaking activities. Students utilize

technology, peer practice, and dictation to sharpen their listening skills. Students demonstrate

mastery of competencies with formative and summative assessments in reading, writing,

speaking, and listening.

English Language and Development 4 - Developing

Course EL007G/EL008G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs). This course offers

students opportunities to improve their English language skills for academic, social, personal,

and career purposes. Through a combination of independent, cooperative, and project-based

learning students will demonstrate their understanding and interpretations of stories, poems,

non-fiction texts, and art forms by applying skills learned. These include the proper usage of

English vocabulary and language structures to effectively communicate the student’s

perspective and understanding of the themes and concepts presented.  Students utilize

technology, peer practice, and dictation to sharpen their listening skills.  The primary focus will

be using the language domains through interdisciplinary project-based learning to continue to

develop language and academic skills of thinking across core-content areas using WIDA and

content standards.
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ESOL Academic Support

Course EL009G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to support and monitor students identified as English Learners (ELs).  ELs

are supported in their core content classes or their individual language goals with an ESOL

Teacher.  Students work on personal language acquisition skills to achieve their academic goals

for future success. The course may be repeated for credit.
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FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES

Family and Consumer Sciences focus on the study of the science and art of living.  Experience

and research allow students to develop skills to be active participants in their community, help

build strong families, and be prepared for college and career.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Adult Roles 0.5 S FP003G 48

Baking 0.5 S FP005G 48

Foods 1 0.5 S FP007G 49

Foods 2 0.5 S FP009G 49

Interior Design 0.5 S FP011G 49

Parenting and Child Development 0.5 S FP013G 49

World of Foods 0.5 S FP015G 50

Adult Roles

Course FP003G, Half Credit, One Semester

This is a fun and fast-paced senior elective that focuses on practical skills for students eager to

navigate life after graduation. Students play an active role in determining the topics and skills

we will pursue. Students work collaboratively as a class, in smaller groups, and with partners, as

well as having an independent study topic. They use a variety of communication tools to

interact with peers, and connect with community resources from outside of the school.

Throughout the semester, students need to be open to; learning new skills, improving their

digital proficiency, and practicing creative problem-solving. Topics of focus include financial

literacy, budgeting, career exploration, and the variety of options for continued learning after

graduation.

Baking

Course FP005G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students develop skills in basic bread and pastry techniques to produce breads, muffins,

biscuits, pies, cakes, pastries, and specialized desserts. The students apply knowledge and skills
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of how basic ingredients function, learn baking and pastry vocabulary, and develop skills needed

to produce baking and pastry products based on industry standards. Special focus is on

attention to detail and artistic flair, which are the cornerstone skills used in creative baking.

Foods 1

Course FP007G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students use hands-on applications as well as academic skills, to analyze real-life experiences in

the kitchen. Students work in teams to successfully demonstrate the ability to read a recipe.

Students are introduced to the fundamental skills and laboratory practices of food preparation.

Students will demonstrate cooking techniques as well as learn about nutrition, budgeting, and

quality food preparation. The formation of good work practices and safety habits is an essential

feature of this course.

Foods 2

Course FP009G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed for students interested in a more in-depth study of nutrition and food

preparation techniques.  Through a collaborative effort of research and practice, students

expand their knowledge of nutrition and food preparation techniques learned in Foods 1. Units

are based on Essential Food Groups and include advanced preparation techniques and food

presentation. Students learn to plan, purchase and prepare meals for a lifetime of healthy

eating. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Foods 1 or Baking.

Interior Design

Course FP011G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students learn to make appropriate selections of paint, fabrics, furnishings, lighting, and

accessories based on sound financial decisions and design principles. Drawing in perspective,

creating floor plans, color schemes, and rendering interiors in color and textures are some of

the skills students will develop. Students are exposed to various career opportunities in interior

design. Students are required to provide some materials and supplies.

Parenting and Child Development

Course FP013G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course introduces the broad field of child development. Students identify the

characteristics of the developmental areas (physical, social/emotional, cognitive) and stages

(prenatal, infancy, toddlerhood, preschool, and school age). Students obtain a broad
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understanding of the considerations needed to make an informed decision to become a

responsible parent or educator. Communication, leadership, management, and cognitive skills

needed to understand raising and educating a child are introduced. In addition, students have

the opportunity to examine the wide variety of career paths and skill sets needed within child

development and psychology.

World of Foods

Course FP015G, Half Credit, One Semester

World of Foods is an elective for the student who is interested in learning to prepare foods from

different regions of the United States and the world, as well as learning about customs and

traditions. Students who take this class should feel confident in the kitchen, including food

safety and sanitation practices, tools of measurement, and following recipes.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Foods 1 or Baking.
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MATHEMATICS

Mathematical literacy is necessary for success in the 21st century. Each of the mathematics courses

focuses on quantitative and abstract reasoning, communication, modeling, and making connections.

Curriculum is aligned to the Manchester Academic Standards and Competencies. Students must earn

three credits from the courses below, including the equivalent of Algebra 1, and must be enrolled in a

fourth course where math is embedded.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Algebra 1
1.0 Y MA011G/MA012G 53

1.0 Y MA011H/MA012H 53

Algebra 1A 1.0 Y MA007G/MA008G 52

Algebra 1B 1.0 Y MA009G/MA010G 53

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry
1.0 Y MA019G/MA020G 55

1.0 Y MA019H/MA020H 55

Algebra 2 Topics 1.0 Y MA017G/MA018G 55

AP Calculus AB 1.0 Y MA035A/MA036A 57

AP Computer Science A 1.0 Y MA037A/MA038A 58

AP Computer Science Principles 1.0 Y MA039A/MA040A 58

AP Statistics 1.0 Y MA041A/MA042A 58

Calculus
1.0 Y MA031G/MA032G 57

1.0 Y MA031C/MA032C 57

Finite Math
1.0 Y MA029G/MA030G 57

1.0 Y MA029C/MA030C 57

Geometry
1.0 Y MA015G/MA016G 54

1.0 Y MA015H/MA016H 54

Integrated Geometry 1.0 Y MA013G/MA014G 54

Introduction to Precalculus 1.0 Y MA021G/MA022G 56

Math 1 1.0 Y MA001G/MA002G 52

Math 2 1.0 Y MA003G/MA004G 52

Math 3 1.0 Y MA005G/MA006G 52

Math Lab 0.5 S MA033G 57

Personal Finance 1.0 Y MA027G/MA028G 56

Precalculus

1.0 Y MA023G/MA023G 56

1.0 Y MA023H/MA024H 56

1.0 Y MA023C/MA024C 56
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Math 1

Course MA001G/MA002G, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers appropriate essential Math standards and is designed for students who need

to build a stronger foundation in basic math skills. Topics include operations on rational

numbers, ratio and proportion, percent, probability, properties of algebra, and data analysis.

This course is the first in an integrated program of Math 1, Math 2, and Math 3, which fulfills the

Algebra 1 requirement for graduation. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s education

team.

Math 2

Course MA003G/MA004G, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers appropriate essential Math standards and is designed for students who need

to build a stronger foundation in basic math skills. Topics from Math 1 are extended to include

operations on rational numbers, evaluating expressions, solving linear equations, introduction

to functions, graphing linear functions, and selected applications in geometry. This course is the

second in an integrated program of Math 1, Math 2, and Math 3, which fulfills the Algebra 1

requirement for graduation. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s education team.

Math 3

Course MA005G/MA006G, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers appropriate essential Math standards and is designed for students who need

to build a stronger foundation in basic math skills. Topics include operations on rational

numbers, evaluating expressions, solving linear equations, solving systems of linear equations,

simplifying expressions containing exponents, operations on polynomial expressions, and

applications in geometry. This course is the third in an integrated program of Math 1, Math 2,

and Math 3, which fulfills the Algebra 1 requirement for graduation. Prerequisite:

Recommendation of student’s education team.

Algebra 1A

Course MA007G/MA008G, One Credit, Full Year

The pacing in Algebra 1A allows for the reinforcement of basic skills while providing the

foundations of algebra.  Topics include order of operations, operations on rational numbers,

evaluating and simplifying expressions, data analysis, solving linear equations and inequalities in

one variable, rates, ratios, and proportions, applications of percents, probability, and graphing

linear functions. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the
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course.  Following Algebra 1A, students may progress to Algebra 1B or Algebra 1.  The Algebra

1A and 1B sequence fulfill the Algebra requirement for graduation. Preparation for this course:

Students should be able to perform basic operations on rational numbers.

Algebra 1B

Course MA009G/MA010G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is the second of a two-year Algebra 1 program. The pacing allows for the

reinforcement of basic skills while providing the foundation of algebra. Topics include solving

multi-step equations and inequalities in one variable, solving systems of equations, graphing

inequalities in two variables, exponent rules operations on polynomials, factoring polynomials,

operations on irrational numbers, Pythagorean Theorem, Distance Formula, area, perimeter,

and volume. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course.

The Algebra 1A and 1B sequence fulfill the algebra requirement for graduation. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Algebra 1A or the equivalent.

Algebra 1

Course MA011G/MA012G, One Credit, Full Year

Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course. Topics

include properties of the Real Number System, solving linear equations, inequalities, literal

equations, quadratic equations, systems of equations graphing linear, quadratic functions,

inequalities, and systems of inequalities, operations on polynomials, and rational and irrational

numbers.  Students entering this course should be able to perform operations on rational

numbers without using a calculator. Following Algebra 1, students may progress to Geometry.

Algebra 1 (H)

Course MA011H/MA012H, One Credit, Full Year

This course provides an in-depth, fast-paced approach to the concepts of algebra. Students will

complete in-class assignments as well as homework on a daily basis. Problem solving and critical

thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course. Topics include properties of the Real

Number System; solving linear equations, inequalities, literal equations, quadratic equations,

and systems of equations; graphing linear and quadratic functions, inequalities, and systems of

inequalities; operations on polynomials, rational and irrational numbers; and an introduction to

functions and data analysis.  Students entering this course should be able to perform operations

on rational numbers without using a calculator.  Following Algebra 1, students progress to

Geometry.
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Integrated Geometry

Course MA013G/MA014G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is a practical approach to geometry that allows students to understand the

postulates, definitions, and theorems as they apply to the real world. Deductive and inductive

reasoning skills will be used throughout the course. Topics include congruent and similar

triangles, quadrilaterals and polygons, parallelism, circles, coordinate geometry, right triangle

trigonometry, area, and volume.  Following Integrated Geometry, students may progress to

Personal Finance or Algebra 2 Topics. Prerequisite: Completion of Algebra 1A and Algebra 1B or

the equivalent.

Geometry

Course MA015G/MA016G, One Credit, Full Year

The course includes a study of plane, solid, and coordinate geometry and right triangle

trigonometry. Constructions will be done throughout the course. Deductive and inductive

reasoning skills will be used throughout the course.  Problem-solving skills and algebraic

concepts are incorporated throughout the course.  Topics include basic geometric terms and

figures, triangles, quadrilaterals, and other polygons, similarity, congruence, circles, perimeters,

areas, and volumes, coordinate geometry, proofs, and right triangle trigonometry.  Following

Geometry, students may progress to Algebra 2 and Trigonometry. Prerequisite:  Successful

completion of Algebra 1 or the equivalent. Incoming Freshmen are eligible for enrollment in

Geometry upon meeting predetermined qualifications.

Geometry (H)

Course MA015H/MA016H, One Credit, Full Year

The course includes a comprehensive study of plane, solid, and coordinate geometry, as well as

right triangle trigonometry, further enhanced through the application of algebraic concepts.

Constructions are done throughout the course. A major portion of the course is devoted to

deductive reasoning and proofs. Problem solving, critical thinking skills and independent study

are incorporated throughout the course. Topics include basic geometric terms and figures,

triangles, quadrilaterals and other polygons, similarity, congruence, circles, perimeters, areas

and volumes, coordinate geometry, right triangle trigonometry.  Following Geometry, students

may progress to Algebra 2 and Trigonometry. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1

or the equivalent.  Incoming Freshmen are eligible for enrollment in Geometry upon meeting

predetermined qualifications.
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Algebra 2 Topics

Course MA017G/MA018G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed for juniors and seniors interested in extending their foundation in

Algebra 1 and introducing topics in Algebra 2.  This course extends the topics covered in Algebra

1A and Algebra 1B to include literal equations and formulas, absolute value equations and

inequalities, function analysis, quadratic equations and functions, and rational and irrational

expressions. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1A, Algebra 1B, and Integrated

Geometry, but may be taken concurrently with Integrated Geometry.

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry

Course MA019G/MA020G, One Credit, Full Year

In Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, students extend their knowledge of non-linear functions and

solving equations. Topics include solving absolute value, rational, exponential, radical, and

rational equations, compound inequalities, systems of equations and inequalities, function

analysis including compositions and inverses, operations on complex numbers, properties of

quadratic, exponential, and logarithmic functions, as well as an introduction to trigonometric

functions. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course. A

graphing calculator will be used in some units. Following Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, students

may progress to Finite Mathematics, Personal Finance, or Introduction to PreCalculus.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Algebra 1, or the equivalent, and Geometry.

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry (H)

Course MA019H/MA020H, One Credit, Full Year

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry is a rigorous, fast-paced course that analyzes topics in depth with

focus on application to real-world situations. Students extend their knowledge of functions and

solve complex equations. Topics include the complex number system; matrices; systems of

equations and inequalities; conic sections; properties of quadratic, exponential, logarithmic,

radical, and rational functions; as well as right triangle and analytic trigonometry. Problem

solving, critical thinking skills and independent study are incorporated throughout the course.

Students are expected to clearly communicate their processes and solutions. Following Algebra

2 and Trigonometry, students may progress to PreCalculus, Personal Finance, or Finite Math.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Algebra 1, or the equivalent, and Geometry.
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Introduction to Precalculus

Course MA021G/MA022G, One Credit, Full Year

This course reviews and extends the concepts from Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, and

emphasizes additional topics in Trigonometry to prepare students for college-level Pre-Calculus.

Topics include applications and graphs of algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric

functions. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, and Geometry, or

the equivalent.

Precalculus

Course MA023G/MA024G, One Credit, Full Year

This course prepares students for Calculus. Graphing calculators will be used throughout the

course. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course.

Students are expected to clearly communicate their processes and solutions.  Topics include

analysis of polynomial, exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions, sequences and

series; and probability.  College credit may be earned where available upon successful

completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Geometry and Algebra 2 and

Trigonometry.

Precalculus (H/C)

Course MA023H/MA024H, One Credit, Full Year

Course MA023C/MA024C, One Credit, Full Year

This course prepares students for AP Calculus. Graphing calculators will be used extensively

throughout the course. Problem solving, critical thinking skills, and independent study are

incorporated throughout the course. Students are expected to clearly communicate their

processes and solutions. Topics include analysis of polynomial, exponential, logarithmic, and

trigonometric functions; polar coordinates; statistics; probability; and an introduction to limits.

College credit may be earned where available upon successful completion of this course.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 2 and Trigonometry, and Geometry.

Personal Finance

Course MA027G/MA028G, One Credit, Full Year

The course includes a review of basic math and personal finance skills. The course is intended

for seniors who have fulfilled the Algebra requirement for graduation and who wish to enroll in

a fourth year of math. Students will solve problems throughout the course. Topics include gross
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and net income, recordkeeping, checking and savings accounts, credit cards, loans, insurance,

and investments. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1 or the equivalent.

Finite Math (G/C)

Course MA029G/MA030G, One Credit, Full Year

Course MA029C/MA030C, One Credit, Full Year (Central and West)

This course is designed to fulfill the college-level math requirement for those interested in

pursuing a career outside of the STEM fields. Topics include linear systems, linear programming,

probability, statistics, and finance. Students will investigate applications in the areas of social

sciences. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the course.

College credit may be earned where available upon successful completion of this course.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

Calculus (G/C)

Course MA031G/MA032G, One Credit, Full Year

Course MA031C/MA032C, One Credit, Full Year

This course is comparable to a first-year college-level course in Calculus.  Topics include the

concepts and skills of function analysis, limits, derivatives, integrals, the Fundamental Theorem

of Calculus, and applications thereof. College credit may be earned where available upon

successful completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Precalculus.

Math Lab

Course MA033G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students enrolled in this course are concurrently enrolled in another Math course.  The focus of

this course is to review and enhance the content in their primary math class.  Math Lab extends

the base of mathematical knowledge and provides students with a bridge to Algebra I success

and pre-college testing. NOTE:  Students will be scheduled for this course based on their i-Ready

scores and teacher recommendation.

AP Calculus AB

Course MA035A/MA036A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Calculus AB is an introductory college-level calculus course. Students cultivate their

understanding of differential and integral calculus through engaging with real-world problems

represented graphically, numerically, analytically, and verbally and using definitions and

theorems to build arguments and justify conclusions as they explore concepts like change,
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limits, and the analysis of functions. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for

college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Precalculus.

AP Computer Science A

Course MA037A/MA038A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Computer Science A is an introductory college-level computer science course. Students

cultivate their understanding of coding through analyzing, writing, and testing code as they

explore concepts like modularity, variables, and control structures.  Students who complete the

AP exam may be eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1 and

current enrollment in Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

AP Computer Science Principles

Course MA039A/MA040A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Computer Science Principles is an introductory college-level computing course that

introduces students to the breadth of the field of computer science. Students learn to design

and evaluate solutions and apply computer science to solve problems through the development

of algorithms and programs. They incorporate abstraction into programs and use data to

discover new knowledge. Students also explain how computing innovations and computing

systems—including the internet—work, explore their potential impacts, and contribute to a

computing culture that is collaborative and ethical. Students who complete the AP exam may

be eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1.

AP Statistics

Course MA041A/MA042A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Statistics is an introductory college-level statistics course that introduces students to the

major concepts and tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. Students

cultivate their understanding of statistics using technology, investigations, problem-solving, and

writing as they explore concepts like variation and distribution, patterns and uncertainty, and

data-based predictions, decisions, and conclusions.  Students who complete the AP exam may

be eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1 and Geometry.
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MUSIC

The Music Department in the City of Manchester seeks to provide real-world opportunities for

our students. Students who take music courses will develop lifelong transferable skills to benefit

them into adulthood as well as develop skills in the arts. Students can look forward to exciting

classroom activities and memorable public performances.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Advanced Instrumental/Vocal Studies 0.5 S MU011H 61

American Popular Music 0.5 S MU023G 62

Band 1.0 Y MU005G/MU006G 60

1.0 Y MU005H/MU006H 60

Beginning Guitar 0.5 S MU029G 63

Chamber Choir 1.0 Y MU017H/MU018H 61

Color Guard 0.5 S MU003G 60

Concert Choir 1.0 Y MU015G/MU016G 61

Instrumental Instruction 0.5 S MU001G 60

Jazz Ensemble 1.0 Y MU007H/MU008H 60

Music Around the World 0.5 S MU019G 62

Music of Western Europe 0.5 S MU021G 62

Music Theory 1 0.5 S MU025G 62

Music Theory 2 0.5 S MU027H 62

0.5 S MU027C 62

Orchestra 1.0 Y MU013G/MU014G 61

1.0 Y MU013H/MU014H 61

Piano Keyboarding 0.5 S MU031G 63
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Instrumental Instruction

Course MU001G, Half Credit, One Semester

Instrumental Instruction offers students individual instruction in instrumental and vocal studies.

Students will develop skills in musical technique and literacy. Students can choose to study from

the following: traditional band and orchestra instruments, piano, guitar, and voice.

Color Guard

Course MU003G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course gives members of the Color Guard instruction on basic flag work techniques and

dance routines. Students are required to participate at football games, and parades.  This course

emphasizes musical concepts such as rhythm, form, and blend. This course will meet during the

first semester only.

Band

Course MU005G/MU006G, One Credit, Full Year

Band offers instruction in a variety of genres of music.  The curriculum includes both a concert

and marching band component with a summer band camp.  The ensemble performs at football

games, parades, civic events, and concerts.  Attendance at these events is mandatory and

graded.

Band (H)

Course MU005H/MU006H, One Credit, Full Year

Band offers instruction in a variety of genres of music. The curriculum includes both a concert

and marching band component with a summer band camp.  The ensemble performs at football

games, parades, civic events and concerts.  Attendance at these events is mandatory and

graded.  Honors level students will have additional performance requirements.

Jazz Ensemble (H)

Course MU007H/MU008H, One Credit, Full Year

The class offers instruction in the genre of Jazz. The ensemble performs at concerts and civic

events.  Attendance at these events is mandatory and graded.  Instrumentation often includes,

but is not limited to: bass, guitar, piano, drum set, trumpets, trombones, and saxophones.

Prerequisites: Music Department faculty approval.
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Advanced Instrumental/Vocal Studies (H)

Course MU011H, Half Credit, One Semester

Advanced Instrumental Instruction offers advanced students individual instruction in

instrumental and vocal studies. Students will continue to develop and refine skills in musical

technique and literacy. Students can choose to study from the following: traditional band and

orchestra instruments, piano, guitar, and voice. Prerequisite: Music Department faculty

approval.

Orchestra

Course MU013G/MU014G, One Credit, Full Year

Orchestra offers instruction for string students in a variety of genres of music. Students will

study proper playing technique and music literacy.  Students perform at concerts and school

assemblies throughout the year. Attendance at these events is mandatory.

Orchestra (H)

Course MU013H/MU014H, One Credit, Full Year

Orchestra offers instruction for string students in a variety of genres of music at a higher level of

difficulty. Students perform at concerts and school assemblies throughout the year. Attendance

at these events is mandatory and graded. Prerequisite: Music Department faculty approval.

Concert Choir

Course MU015G/MU016G, One Credit, Full Year

Concert Choir offers instruction in singing music from a wide variety of genres. Any student who

enjoys singing is encouraged to join. Students learn to sing with healthy vocal technique and

music literacy.  Concert Choir sings at concerts and school assemblies throughout the year.

Attendance at these events is mandatory.

Chamber Choir (H)

Course MU017H/MU018H, One Credit, Full Year

Chamber Choir offers instruction in singing music from a wide variety of genres at a higher level

of difficulty. Students advance studies in vocal technique and literacy.  Chamber Choir performs

many times throughout the school year. Attendance at these events is mandatory. Prerequisite:

Music Department faculty approval.
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Music Around the World

Course MU019G, Half Credit, One Semester

Music Around the World offers instruction in the fundamentals of music. Areas covered include

basic music theory, the study of instrument groups, and the history of world music. No prior

music experience is necessary.

Music of Western Europe

Course MU021G, Half Credit, One Semester

Music of Western Europe offers instruction in the fundamentals of music. Areas covered include

basic music theory, the study of instrument groups, and famous ‘Classical’ music composers and

musical works.  No prior music experience is necessary.

American Popular Music

Course MU023G, Half Credit, One Semester

American Popular Music offers instruction in the roots and development of American popular

music. Students will learn about the influencers of the past and make connections to the music

we listen to today. No prior music experience is necessary.

Music Theory 1

Course MU025G, Half Credit, One Semester

Music Theory 1 offers instruction in beginning songwriting. Students will learn basic music

terminology, symbols of music, and gain the skills for song composition. No prior music

experience is necessary.

Music Theory 2 (H/C)

Course MU027H, Half Credit, One Semester

Course MU027C, Half Credit, One Semester (Central)

Music Theory 2 offers instruction in advanced song-writing. Students will learn advanced music

terminology, symbols of music and gain skills for more advanced song composition. College

credit may be earned where available upon successful completion of this course. Prerequisite:

Music Department faculty approval.
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Beginning Guitar

Course MU029G, Half Credit, One Semester

Beginning Guitar is designed for students who have limited or no guitar-playing experience. This

course offers instruction in the fundamentals of playing the guitar.  Students learn both melody

playing and chord accompaniment. Students learn the basics of formal music notation, guitar

tablature, and lead sheets. There are no public performances required with this course.  No

prior music experience is necessary.

Piano Keyboarding

Course MU031G, Half Credit, One Semester

Piano Keyboarding is designed for students who have limited or no piano-playing experience.

This course offers instruction in basic piano skills as well as music literacy.  There are no public

performances required with this course. No prior music experience is necessary.
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NAVY JUNIOR RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS

Students from any Manchester high school may apply to attend West to participate in the

NJROTC program. Please contact West High School Principal Dichard to apply.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Naval Science 1 1.0 Y MS001N/MS002N 64

Naval Science 2 1.0 Y MS003N/MS004N 64

Naval Science 3 1.0 Y MS005N/MS006N 65

Naval Science 4 1.0 Y MS007N/MS008N 65

Drill and Marksmanship 0.5/1.0 S/Y MS009N/MS010N 65

Naval Science 1

Course MS001N/MS002N, One Credit, Full Year

Naval Science 1 is an introductory course in military drill, uniforms, military customs, and

courtesies. Students are introduced to the History of the NJROTC program as well as citizenship

and the law, authority, and personal responsibilities. The basics of naval ships and aircraft are

also presented. Students participate in physical training and military drill practice during this

course and there will be a heavy emphasis on self-discipline, motivation, responsible citizenship,

and leadership development. Students learn how to incorporate leadership traits and principles

in everyday activities. Field studies are planned and will relate to classroom learning.

Naval Science 2

Course MS003N/MS004N, One Credit, Full Year

Naval Science 2 introduces students to citizenship, meteorology, maritime geography, naval

history, cold weather safety survival, military life, shipboard indoctrination, and seamanship.

Leadership training covered in Naval Science 1 will be continued in this course. Field studies are

planned and relate to classroom learning.
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Naval Science 3

Course MS005N/MS006N, One Credit, Full Year

Naval Science 3 introduces students to sea power, military justice, sea, and land navigation,

astronomy, geopolitics, career planning, naval history and conflicts, and political science.

Advanced leadership and management methods and practical applications continue to be

included in the coursework. Field studies are planned and relate to classroom learning.

Prerequisite: Naval Science 1, and/or 2

Naval Science 4

Course MS007N/MS008N, One Credit, Full Year

Naval Science 4 is an advanced leadership and management practicum where various theories

covered in the first three years of study are discussed and practiced.  College/career application

procedures are pursued, and senior students perform as a unit Command Group in a Leadership

Laboratory environment demonstrating a culmination of leadership techniques learned in Naval

Science 1, Naval Science 2, and Naval Science 3. Field studies are planned to relate to classroom

learning. Prerequisite: Naval Science 1,2 and/or 3.

Drill and Marksmanship

Course MS009N/MS010N, Half Credit OR One Credit, One Semester OR Full Year

The Drill portion of this class teaches the fundamentals of Military Drill (Marching) both

unarmed and armed. Students perform at a variety of community events and participate in

competitions. This class may be taken multiple times with increasing complexity and leadership

requirements. The Marksmanship portion of this class teaches firearms safety and the

fundamentals of the three firing positions using a pellet air rifle. Students will focus on basic

visual acuity, concentration, breath control, muscle control, target scoring, and equipment

maintenance. In addition, they will participate in pellet rifle three-position matches during the

school year. This class may be taken multiple times with increasing complexity and leadership

requirements. NOTE: Cadets may take either MS009N or MS010N as a semester course and are

not required to take them as a full-year class. Prerequisite: NJROTC Cadet physically

prepared/qualified to take this class and enrolled currently in Naval Science 1,2,3 or 4.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH

Promotion of health and physical activity is at the core of the courses offered in Physical

Education and Health in the Manchester School District.  Overall wellness, nutrition, lifestyle,

and movement are emphasized in the courses offered.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Health Education 0.5 S WE001G 66

Physical Education 0.5 S WE003G 66

Recreational Basketball 0.5 S WE005G 66

Strength and Conditioning 0.5 S WE007G 67

Walking for Fitness 0.5 S WE009G 67

Health Education

Course WE001G, Half Credit, One Semester

The purpose of this course is to help students achieve and maintain health and wellness

throughout their lives. Instructional content will include but is not limited to substance abuse,

nutrition, human growth and development, and communicable and non-communicable

diseases. Independent work and group projects assist students in understanding and

application.

Physical Education

Course WE003G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course will focus on lifelong fitness, sports, and activities.

Recreational Basketball

Course WE005G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course introduces the physical education student to basic skills, rules, drills, fitness, and

gameplay.
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Strength and Conditioning

Course WE007G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course combines strength training and physical fitness through a variety of activities which

include the use of free weights, machines, and various cardiovascular fitness exercises.

Walking for Fitness

Course WE009G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course incorporates daily stretching and walking for the majority of the course meeting

time. Emphasis will be placed on cardiovascular improvement by the students charting their

target heart rates to maximize their overall physical fitness.
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SCIENCE

Science Department courses address the unifying concepts of systems, cycles, models, habits of

mind, and the nature of science. Courses are aligned with the Next Generation Science

Standards and emphasize the use and application of technology in the scientific world.  After

completing entry courses, students may choose from one of the many elective courses to

explore a particular area of interest more thoroughly.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Anatomy and Physiology 1.0 Y SC025C/SC026C 73

AP Biology 1.0 Y SC003A/SC004A 70

AP Chemistry 1.0 Y SC013A/SC014A 71

AP Environmental Science 1.0 Y SC007A/SC008A 70

AP Physics 1.0 Y SC019A/SC020A 72

Applied Chemistry 1.0 Y SC011G/SC012G 71

Applied Physics 1.0 Y SC017G/SC018G 72

Astronomy and Space 1.0 Y SC027G/SC028G 73

Biology
1.0 Y SC003G/SC004G 69

1.0 Y SC003H/SC004H 69

Biotechnology and Genetics 1.0 Y SC029G/SC030G 73

Chemistry
1.0 Y SC013G/SC014G 71

1.0 Y SC013H/SC014H 71

Earth Science 0.5 S SC005G 70

Environmental Science 1.0 Y SC007G/SC008G 70

First Aid 0.5 S SC021G 72

Human Anatomy 0.5 S SC023G 73

Physical Science
1.0 Y SC001G/SC002G 69

1.0 Y SC001H/SC002H 69

Physics
1.0 Y SC019G/SC020G 72

1.0 Y SC019C/SC019C 72
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Physical Science

Course SC001G/SC002G, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers introductory topics in chemistry and physics to include: properties of matter,

atomic structure, compounds, reactions, motion, forces, energy, waves, sound and light. This

course requires using critical thinking and problem-solving skills to apply physical laws and

concepts will be reinforced in lab investigations. Algebraic thinking is used in developing an

in-depth understanding of the above concepts.

Physical Science (H)

Course SC001H/SC002H, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers introductory topics in chemistry and physics to include: properties of matter,

atomic structure, compounds, motion, forces, energy, waves, sound and light. This course

requires in depth and thoughtful use of critical thinking and problem solving skills to apply

physical laws and concepts will be reinforced in lab investigations. A strong command of Algebra

is necessary to be successful mastering these concepts.

Biology

Course SC003G/SC004G, One Credit, Full Year

This course introduces the major concepts of living things and their biological structures and

functions. An overview of concepts includes molecules of the cell, genetics, evolution, and

ecology through lab investigation, problem-solving, and critical thinking.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Physical Science or recommendation from 8th Grade

teacher is needed for incoming 9th graders.

Biology (H)

Course SC003H/SC004H, One Credit, Full Year

This course introduces the major concepts of living things and their biological structures and

functions. An overview of concepts includes molecules of the cell, genetics, evolution and

ecology through lab investigation, problem solving and critical thinking. Algebra skills and

statistical analysis will be necessary to apply content knowledge and advanced problem solving.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Physical Science. Recommendation from 8th Grade

teacher is needed for incoming 9th graders.
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AP Biology

Course SC003A/SC004A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Biology is an introductory college-level biology course. Students cultivate their

understanding of biology through inquiry-based investigations as they explore topics like

evolution, energetics, information storage and transfer, and system interactions. Students who

complete the AP exam may be eligible for college credit. Prerequisites: Successful completion of

Biology and successful completion, or concurrent enrollment in Chemistry.

Earth Science

Course SC005G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course includes topics related to, but not limited to Geology, Oceanography, Astronomy,

and Meteorology. Some topics include the composition of the Earth and its materials, its

structure, its processes, how they have changed over time, and how the moon, sun, and Earth

interact with one another. Focus is on analyzing and interpreting data to better understand

what role we, as a society, play in climate change and how we interact with our environment.

Environmental Science

Course SC007G/SC008G, One Credit, Full Year

This course emphasizes the interaction between living things and their environment and will

focus on global change, biodiversity, and sustainability. This will be done through exploration of

the concepts of communities, ecosystems, and human impact on the environment. This course

provides students with the opportunity to understand the environment, its structure and

functions, working mechanisms, and its ultimate impact on the individual. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Biology.

AP Environmental Science

Course SC007A/SC008A, One Credit, Full Year

Students cultivate their understanding of the interrelationships of the natural world through

inquiry-based lab investigations and field work as they explore concepts like the four Big Ideas:

energy transfer, interactions between earth systems, interactions between different species and

the environment, and sustainability. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for

college credit. Prerequisite:  Successful completion of Biology.
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Applied Chemistry

Course SC011G/SC012G, One Credit, Full Year

First semester will introduce new chemistry concepts and the second semester will focus on

real-world applications such as healthcare, industry, and climate. Concepts introduced include

atomic structure, the periodic table, chemical bonding, and chemical reactions. Students

develop their skills in a laboratory setting. Prerequisites: Successful completion of Physical

Science and Algebra 1 OR Math 1 and 2.

Chemistry

Course SC013G/SC014G, One Credit, Full Year

This course introduces chemistry concepts and laboratory skills, topics include the structure of

matter, atomic structure, chemical composition, equations, stoichiometry, periodic law,

bonding, and acid–base theory. This course prepares students to meet the challenge of college

and to prepare for additional science electives. Prerequisites: Successful completion of or

concurrent enrollment in Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

Chemistry (H)

Course SC013H/SC014H, One Credit, Full Year

Students will engage in advanced topics that include structure of matter, atomic structure,

chemical composition, equations, stoichiometry, periodic law, bonding, acid–base theory,

organic chemistry, oxidation and reduction, and electrochemistry. Emphasis will be placed on

advanced mathematical relationships of chemical reactions. This course prepares students for a

college STEM degree. Prerequisites: Successful completion of or concurrent enrollment in

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

AP Chemistry

Course SC013A/SC014A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Chemistry is an introductory college-level chemistry course. Students cultivate their

understanding of chemistry through inquiry-based lab investigations as they explore the four Big

Ideas: scale, proportion and quantity, structure and properties of substances, transformations,

and energy. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college credit.

Prerequisites: Successful completion of Chemistry and Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.
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Applied Physics

Course SC017G/SC018G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to allow students to learn and apply physics concepts in a lab-focused,

hands-on environment. Topics include motion, forces, energy, and electricity. This course will

prepare students for further studies in physics, engineering, and computer science.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Physical Science and Algebra 1 OR Math 1 and 2.

Physics

Course SC019G/SC020G, One Credit, Full Year

Course SC019C/SC020C, One Credit, Full Year

This course will include the study of mechanics, motion, vectors, forces, energy, momentum,

waves, and sound. The main focus of the course will be the application of knowledge of physics

and mathematics to problem-solving. Laboratory work will further reinforce the student’s ability

to apply the principles of physics. College credit available where offered. Prerequisites:

Successful completion of or concurrent enrollment in Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

AP Physics

Course SC019A/SC020A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Physics is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. Students cultivate

their understanding of physics through classroom study, in-class activity, and hands-on,

inquiry-based laboratory work as they explore concepts like systems, fields, force interactions,

change, conservation, and waves.  Colleges may require students to present their laboratory

materials from AP science courses before granting college credit for laboratory, so students are

encouraged to retain their laboratory notebooks, reports, and other materials.       Students who

complete the AP exam may be eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

or concurrent enrollment in Algebra 2 and Trigonometry.

First Aid

Course SC021G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course prepares students for certification in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and first

aid. Topics include normal functions of the human body, preventing and responding to medical

emergencies, CPR, and automated external defibrillator (AED) use.
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Human Anatomy

Course SC023G, Half Credit, One Semester

Human Anatomy is designed to be an introduction to human body systems and their

components. Students are expected to learn aspects of the human body, including systems,

organs, and tissues with potential dissection work. This course requires students to accomplish

considerable amounts of memory work. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Biology.

Anatomy and Physiology

Course SC025C/SC026C, One Credit, Full Year (Central and Memorial)

Major topics covered are physiology, histology, anatomical terminology, and interrelationships

of organ systems within an organism. Labs range from microscope slide work to a complete

mammalian dissection. This course utilizes college textbooks and college-level laboratory

activities for instruction. College credit may be earned where available upon successful

completion of this course. Prerequisites: Successful completion of Biology and/or concurrent

enrollment in Chemistry.

Astronomy and Space

Course SC027G/SC028G, One Credit, Full Year

This course studies several major concepts: the history of astronomy, our solar system and its

contents, our sun and other stars, the Milky Way, galaxies, and the universe. There is an

emphasis on recent data and interpretation, and NASA materials and computer simulations will

be used. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Physical Science and Algebra 1 OR Math 1 and 2.

Biotechnology and Genetics

Course SC029G/SC030G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is about cellular biology, stem cell research and cloning, classical and advanced

genetics, molecular biology and DNA informatics, and bioethics. Students will spend a

significant amount of time doing laboratory investigations and research projects practicing

techniques used in industry. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Biology and successful

completion of, or concurrent enrollment, in Chemistry.
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SOCIAL STUDIES

The Social Studies Department is proud of its tradition of educating students on fundamental

elements of history that have shaped the contemporary world.  The C3 Standards emphasize inquiry

and students are provided opportunities to develop their passion for social studies topics of

personal interest.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

American Civics
0.5 S SS001G 75

0.5 S SS001H 75

American Studies History

1.0 Y SS009G/SS010G 77

1.0 Y SS009H/SS010H 77

1.0 Y SS009C/SS010C 77

AP European History 1.0 Y SS035A/SS036A 80

AP Macroeconomics 0.5 S SS013A 78

AP Microeconomics 0.5 S SS015A 78

AP Psychology 1.0 Y SS017A/SS018A 78

AP United States History 1.0 Y SS007A/SS008A 76

AP United States Government and Politics 1.0 Y SS033A/SS034A 80

AP World History 1.0 Y SS003A/SS004A 76

Crime and Justice 0.5 S SS027G 79

Current Issues 0.5 S SS023G 79

Economics 0.5 S SS011G 77

Global Perspectives 0.5 S SS021G 79

Law 0.5 S SS029G 80

Macroeconomics 0.5 S SS013C 78

Microeconomics 0.5 S SS015C 78

Psychology 0.5 S SS017G 78

Sociology 0.5 S SS019G 79

Sports and American Culture 0.5 S SS025G 79

United States History 1.0 Y SS007G/SS008G 76

World Geography 1.0 Y SS005G/SS006G 76

World History
1.0 Y SS003G/SS004G 75

1.0 Y SS003H/SS004H 75
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American Civics

Course SS001G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is required for graduation. Students analyze the impact of civic and political

institutions in America. Students participate in deliberation and discussion about the processes,

rules, and laws that organize American politics. This includes analysis of constitutions, branches

of government, laws, and treaties to preserve national order. Students also complete the

Naturalization Test and district assessment that are required for graduation.

American Civics (H)

Course SS001H, Half Credit, One Semester

Students taking honors will be held to a higher standard of competence and deeper depth of

knowledge which may require advanced research, writing, and other projects.

This course is required for graduation. Students analyze the impact of civic and political

institutions of America. Students participate in deliberation and discussion about the processes,

rules and laws that organize American politics. This includes analysis on constitutions, branches

of government, laws, and treaties to preserve national order. Students will also complete the

Naturalization Test and district assessment that are required for graduation.

World History

Course SS003G/SS004G, One Credit, Full Year

Students evaluate how change, continuity, and context affect historical events. They analyze

how different perspectives and viewpoints influence the culture of society. Students

demonstrate this by analyzing historical sources and evidence including primary and secondary

sources. By describing causation through argumentation and debate students show their

knowledge of the topic.

World History (H)

Course SS003H/SS004H, One Credit, Full Year

Students taking honors will be held to a higher standard of competence and deeper depth of

knowledge which may require advanced research, writing, and other projects.

This class is required for graduation. Students evaluate how change, continuity and context

affect historical events. They analyze how different perspectives and viewpoints influence the

culture of society. Students demonstrate this by analyzing historical sources and evidence

including primary and secondary sources. By describing causation through argumentation and

debate students show their knowledge of the topic.
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AP World History

Course SS003A/SS004A, One Credit, Full Year

AP World History: Modern is an introductory college-level modern world history course.

Students cultivate their understanding of world history from c. 1200 CE to the present through

analyzing historical sources and learning to make connections and craft historical arguments as

they explore concepts like humans and the environment, cultural developments and

interactions, governance, economic systems, social interactions and organization, and

technology and innovation. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college

credit.

World Geography

Course SS005G/SS006G, One Credit, Full Year

Students learn how to use geographic representations of the globe including maps and satellite

imaging. Through this study, they learn how humans interact with the environment including

movement and migration. Students analyze how global interactions affect the spread of politics,

culture, and resources throughout the world.

United States History

Course SS007G/SS008G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to identify and examine major events and themes of United States

history from the late 19th century to the present. Students will develop an appreciation for

domestic issues as they arose over time and gain an understanding of how America’s place in

the global community has changed. Students study issues and events in New Hampshire history.

The course utilizes a variety of primary and secondary sources to write an array of essays.

AP United States History

Course SS007A/SS008A, One Credit, Full Year

AP United States History is an introductory college-level course. Students cultivate their

understanding of U.S. history from c. 1491 CE to the present through analyzing historical

sources and learning to make connections and craft historical arguments as they explore

concepts like American and national identity; work, exchange, and technology; geography and

the environment; migration and settlement; politics and power; America in the world; American

and regional culture; and social structures.      Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible

for college credit.
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American Studies History

Course SS009G/SS010G, One Credit, Full Year

American Studies offers the unique experience of a team-taught course in high school. Geared

to meet the needs of the academically inclined student, the course combines American

Literature and United States History in order to properly and thoroughly examine the American

character and those events, thoughts, and people who helped shape it from the age of

exploration to the present. Students interested in taking the course should possess excellent

reading ability and a keen interest in developing public speaking skills.  The course fulfills the

requirement of United States History. NOTE: Must be taken concurrently with American Studies

Literature.

American Studies History (H/C)

Course SS009H/SS010H, One Credit, Full Year

Course SS009C/SS010C, One Credit, Full Year (Central)

American Studies offers the unique experience of a team-taught course in high school. Geared

to meet the needs of the academically inclined student, the course combines American

Literature and US History in order to properly and thoroughly examine the American character

and those events, thoughts, and people who helped shape it from the age of exploration to the

present. Students interested in taking the course should possess an excellent reading ability and

a keen interest in developing public speaking skills. The course fulfills the requirement of US

History and students earn English credit with concurrent enrollment in American Studies

Literature. College credits may be earned where available and upon successful completion of

this course. NOTE: Must be taken concurrently with American Studies Literature.

Economics

Course SS011G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course focuses on competencies in the national and global economies, exchanges and

markets, and economic decision-making. Students gain an understanding of the free enterprise

system including their roles as consumers, producers, investors, and voters. Students read

pre-college level texts, including primary and secondary sources, and use math skills. Course

products include writing, various projects, and course discussions.
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AP Macroeconomics

Course SS013A, Half Credit, One Semester

AP Macroeconomics is an introductory college-level macroeconomics course. Students cultivate

their understanding of the principles that apply to an economic system as a whole by using

principles and models to describe economic situations and predict and explain outcomes with

graphs, charts, and data as they explore concepts like economic measurements, markets,

macroeconomic models, and macroeconomic policies.      Students who complete the AP exam

may be eligible for college credit.

AP Microeconomics

Course SS015A, Half Credit, One Semester

AP Microeconomics is an introductory college-level microeconomics course. Students cultivate

their understanding of the principles that apply to the functions of individual economic

decision-makers by using principles and models to describe economic situations and predict and

explain outcomes with graphs, charts, and data as they explore concepts like scarcity and

markets; costs, benefits, and marginal analysis; production choices and behavior; and market

inefficiency and public policy. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college

credit.

Psychology

Course SS017G, Half Credit, One Semester

Psychology is the study of human behavior and mental processes. Students will engage in how

human behavior is affected by personality, perspectives, perceptions, and sensations. Topics

may include functions of personality, ways of learning, states of consciousness, and abnormal

psychology.

AP Psychology

Course SS017A/SS018A, One Credit, Full Year

AP Psychology is an introductory college-level psychology course. Students cultivate their

understanding of the systematic and scientific study of human behavior and mental processes

through inquiry-based investigations as they explore concepts like the biological bases of

behavior, sensation and perception, learning and cognition, motivation, developmental

psychology, testing and individual differences, treatment of abnormal behavior, and social

psychology. Students who complete the AP exam may be eligible for college credit.
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Sociology

Course SS019G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students analyze social perspectives through the inquiry of how culture and institutions affect

society. Students learn how relationships and socialization influence stratification and inequality

within humanity.

Global Perspectives

Course SS021G, Half Credit, One Semester

Students analyze how civic and political institutions organize society. Understanding how

change, continuity, and context shape the perspectives of individuals and groups with a varied

focus is discussed. This may include how economic functions control the cause and effect of

decision-making between national and global influencers. Critical thinking about how

relationships affect structure is required, including a look at unity and diversity between

different cultures throughout history.

Current Issues

Course SS023G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course offers students the opportunity to explore, analyze, interpret, and understand the

significance of controversial issues in the modern world. Students will examine a number of

real-world issues from a variety of perspectives. Debate, discussion, and editorial commentary

will allow students to present their own positions on a variety of issues.

Sports and American Culture

Course SS025G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course examines the history of sports in the United States. Students analyze sports’ impact

on culture and society, and how major events have impacted athletics.  Students examine the

relationships between historical periods in sports and current culture.

Crime and Justice

Course SS027G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to provide an overview of the criminal justice system. It will examine

criminal behavior, criminal law, the police, forensic science, crime scene investigation, and

selected issues in criminal justice.
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Law

Course SS029G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course examines civil, criminal, and Constitutional law. Students will learn Supreme Court

precedent, trial law, and the adversary system. Students will also identify distinctions between

New Hampshire and federal courts, as well as the New Hampshire and United States

Constitutions. Students will also have the opportunity to argue cases individually and in groups,

and to hear from professionals in the legal field.

AP United States Government and Politics

Course SS033A/SS034A, One Credit, Full Year

AP United States Government and Politics is an introductory college-level course in United

States government and politics. Students cultivate their understanding of the United States.

government and politics through analysis of data and text-based sources as they explore topics

like constitutionalism, liberty and order, civic participation in a representative democracy,

competing policy-making interests, and methods of political analysis. Students who complete

the AP exam may be eligible for college credit.

AP European History

Course SS035A/SS036A, One Credit, Full Year

AP European History is an introductory college-level European history course. Students cultivate

their understanding of European history by analyzing historical sources and learning to make

connections and craft historical arguments as they explore concepts like the interaction of

Europe and the world; economic and commercial developments; cultural and intellectual

developments; states and other institutions of power; social organization and development;

national and European identity; and technological and scientific innovation. Students who

complete the AP exam may be eligible for college credit.
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SUPPORT SERVICES

Courses in the Student Support Services Department are designed to adapt to the individual

needs of students. The following reflects the current offerings. These may change from year to

year as we seek to meet the individual needs of each new student population.  Students,

families, and the student’s support services team will collaborate to determine the appropriate

course selection for each student.

Course Credit Length Page #

Adaptive Art 0.5 S 82

Adaptive Computers 1.0 Y 82

Adaptive Foods 1.0 Y 82

Adaptive Music 1.0 Y 82

Adaptive Physical Education 1.0 Y 83

Essential English 1.0 Y 83

Essential English 2 1.0 Y 83

Essential English 3 1.0 Y 84

Essential English 4 1.0 Y 84

Essential Mathematics 1.0 Y 84

Essential Science 1.0 Y 84

Essential Social Studies 1.0 Y 85

Life Skills 1.0 Y 83

Reading Resource 0.5 Y 85

Resource Services 0.5 Y 85
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Adaptive Art

One Semester

In Adaptive Art, students will explore and experience art in many forms. Within the group, each

student’s individual learning needs will be addressed including the development of one-to-one

peer relationships. Students will experience art in many different ways including drawing,

painting, learning about the art of other cultures, etc. Prerequisite: Recommendation of

student’s Support Services team.

Adaptive Computers

Full Year

Adaptive Computers is designed to introduce students to the use of computers and other

technology. It incorporates basic computer literacy and internet safety skills. Students will have

the opportunity to familiarize themselves with the Google Suite, which will enable them to carry

these skills into other classes. Students will become familiar with technology such as desktop

computers, Chromebooks, and various computer applications. The goal of this course is to

encourage the students to independently use technology, to prepare them for their course and

future job skills. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s Support Services team.

Adaptive Foods

Full Year

Adaptive Foods is an introductory course in food science and nutrition. This course provides

many life skills and explores the relationship between diet and health. With an emphasis on

independence, students discover the ability to cook properly, leading to successful food

preparation. Students will create tasty foods and snacks to meet their nutritional needs while

applying food safety and sanitation techniques at all times. Prerequisite: Recommendation of

student’s Support Services team.

Adaptive Music

Full Year

In Adaptive Music, students will explore and experience music in many forms. Within the group,

each student’s individual learning needs will be addressed including the development of

one-to-one peer relationships. Students will experience music in many different ways including

singing, listening, learning songs of other cultures, creating and performing rhythms and

melodies, and using a variety of instruments. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s

Support Services team.
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Adaptive Physical Education

Full Year

Adaptive Physical Education's goal is to facilitate each student's different learning needs,

including the development of one-to-one peer relationships. This will be done through a variety

of physical education experiences with an emphasis on independence. Activities for this course

will be a combination of sports, wellness, and nutrition to maintain a healthy lifestyle. Stressing

lifelong learning with activities such as stretching, walking, and healthy living, this course will

teach the importance of maintaining healthy fitness attitudes and habits throughout life.

Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s Support Services team.

Life Skills

Full Year

This course focuses on everyday skill-building for students.  Skills covered include

personal/social skills, hygiene, independent life skills such as cooking and clothing care, work

competencies, and functional academics.

Essential English

Full Year

Essential English concentrates on supporting reading comprehension and writing instruction.

This course affords students opportunities to improve their knowledge of the English language

through a targeted learning approach that meets their individual reading and writing abilities.

The students will complete class readings, writing assignments, and language skills (including

reading short stories, novels, the writing process, group work, spelling, and vocabulary). The

goal of this course is to encourage students to become independent in their reading and writing

skills, following the support listed in their IEP. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s

Support Services team.

Essential English 2

Full Year

This course covers grade-level essential English standards and is designed for students who

need to build a stronger foundation in basic English skills. Grade-level vocabulary, grammar,

paragraph development, and reading comprehension strategies will be covered.  Student

i-Ready scores will be taken into account for enrollment. Prerequisite: Recommendation of

student’s Support Services team.
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Essential English 3

Full Year

This course covers grade-level essential English standards and is designed for students who

need to build a stronger foundation in basic English skills.  Grade-level vocabulary, grammar,

paragraph development, and reading comprehension strategies will be covered.  Student

i-Ready scores will be taken into account for enrollment. Prerequisite: Recommendation of

student’s Support Services team.

Essential English 4

Full Year

This course covers grade-level essential English standards and is designed for students who

need to build a stronger foundation in basic English skills. Grade-level vocabulary, grammar,

paragraph development, and reading comprehension strategies will be covered. Student i-Ready

scores will be taken into account for enrollment. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s

Support Services team.

Essential Mathematics

Full Year

Essential Mathematics prepares students for the conceptual development of fundamental math

skills. The course will integrate concepts from number recognition, patterns, money concepts,

time skills, measurement, life skills math, and basic algebra skills. The curriculum will reinforce

topics throughout the year to continue the development of the student’s understanding of

math skills. The goal of this course is to encourage and prepare students to be independent in

their math skills, following the support listed in their IEP. Prerequisite: Recommendation of

student’s Support Services team.

Essential Science

Full Year

Essential Science is designed for students who require consistent review of foundational

academics in the areas of science. Repetition of foundational academic skills in science is

touched upon throughout the course. Hands-on activities are routinely practiced. Students also

work on social skills which we use to communicate and interact with each other, both verbally

and non-verbally, through gestures, body language, and personal appearance. The goal is to

assist all students with achieving independence with the necessary skills needed to become
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successful individuals within their community. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s

Support Services team.

Essential Social Studies

Full Year

Essential Social Studies is designed for students who require consistent review of foundational

academics in the areas of social studies. Students are supported in working to improve their

skills in reading, writing, listening, and speaking about history and government. Students also

work on social skills which we use to communicate and interact with each other, both verbally

and non-verbally, through gestures, body language, and personal appearance. The goal is to

assist all students with achieving independence with the necessary skills needed to become

successful individuals within their community. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s

Support Services team.

Resource Services

Half Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to support and monitor students identified as eligible for special

education services to ensure IEP goals and objectives are implemented as well as ensure

progress within the regular education program is achieved. It is intended to develop learning

strategies and study skills that are integral to being successful in high school as well as in

post-secondary settings. Students are measured on time management skills, class engagement,

organizational skills, work ethic, and utilization of resources.  Students strive to become

independent learners. Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s Support Services team.

Reading Resource

Half Credit, Full Year

This elective course is designed to improve the wide scope of reading-related skills at the high

school level. This course is designed to teach decoding techniques to students who are reading

at an instructional level that is below their current grade level. It is designed to strengthen

decoding skills and increase the student’s independent reading level.  At the beginning of the

school year, students are tested and their reading needs are determined. The curriculum is

tailored to develop individual skills in the following areas: word recognition, word structure,

vocabulary building, fluency, comprehension, reasoning ability, and study skills.  This is done

through teaching Reading Efficiency, Reading Comprehension, and improving Vocabulary.

Prerequisite: Recommendation of student’s Support Services team.
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TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Technology Education courses provide fundamental knowledge and skills in a variety of areas.

Each course is designed to give students the opportunity to gain experience with technology

that will benefit them throughout their lives and may lead to post-secondary studies or

employment.  Students wishing to build on knowledge in these courses should consider

enrolling in a Career and Technical Education program of studies.

Course Credit Length Course# Page #

Automotive Maintenance and Repair 0.5 S FP033G 89

Computer Science Principles 1 0.5 S FP023G 87

Computer Science Principles 2 0.5 S FP025G 88

Drafting 0.5 S FP039G 89

Engineering Drawing 0.5 S FP041G 90

Home Maintenance and Repair 0.5 S FP031G 88

Industrial Technology 0.5 S FP029G 88

Information and Communication Technology
0.5 S FP021G 87

0.5 S FP021C 87

Keyboarding 0.5 S FP019G 87

Library Science 0.5 S FP017G 87

Principles of Engineering 1.0 Y FP043G/FP044G 90

Web Page Design 0.5 S FP027G 88

Woodworking 1 0.5 S FP035G 89

Woodworking 2 0.5 S FP037G 89
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Library Science

Course FP017G, Half Credit, One Semester

This is a work-study course that provides students with the opportunity to learn the basic

operations of a Library Media Center. Students will be taught basic information science skills

and the applications of various technologies. These skills will also be useful to students as they

work on assignments for other courses.  The course requires the student to work in the Library

Media Center during each period when the class meets.

Keyboarding

Course FP019G, Half Credit, One Semester

Keyboarding covers typing using all fingers without looking at the keys, posture, formatting

skills, and the use of grammar, punctuation, and proofreading skills. Students learn finger

placement on the keyboard and develop speed and accuracy skills through lessons, typing

games, and timed typing assessments. Students learn to create a variety of documents with

correct formatting for assignments and projects they may be required to complete while in

school and in the future.

Information and Communication Technology (G/C)

Course FP021G, Half Credit, One Semester

Course FP021C, Half Credit, One Semester (West)

Students work with word processing, spreadsheet, and presentation software to complete

real-world projects and activities designed to enhance skills and ability. Skills acquired

throughout this course benefit students with their academic and future career prospects.

Students are required to demonstrate a true understanding of the skills they acquire through

projects with greater depth and scope. Other areas covered include digital citizenship,

cloud-based collaboration, and internet safety, as well as current and future technology trends.

Computer Science Principles 1

Course FP023G, Half Credit, One Semester

Computer Science Principles 1 introduces students to the foundational concepts of computer

science and challenges them to explore how computing and technology can impact the world.

This introduction to programming is a rigorous and engaging course that explores computer

development techniques, computational thinking, troubleshooting, algorithm development,

and more. Students reinforce learning and skills by planning, developing, and creating their own
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applications.  This course satisfies the State computer literacy requirement for high school

graduation.

Computer Science Principles 2

Course FP025G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course features an introduction to computer programming to develop interactive games,

menu systems, and animations. Students investigate, through analyzing big data, security

concerns such as individual identity theft, mail and network hacking, virus attacks, and

defensive measures. In the final weeks, students will explore opportunities for future careers in

technology. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Computer Science Principles 1.

Web Page Design

Course FP027G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is for students who wish to create their own websites. Students learn basic web

design languages and then design and build websites using Google Sites & HTML. Students work

individually and cooperatively to create websites.

Industrial Technology

Course FP029G, Half Credit, One Semester

In this course wood, drafting, economic impacts, occupations, and consumer information are

studied. Students learn the safe and effective use of common machines and tools to produce

products. Units in the selection and care of tools, fasteners, and other hardware will be covered.

This course acquaints students with measuring skills, lettering, and 2D and 3D drawings.

Home Maintenance and Repair

Course FP031G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to teach the basic construction process, including foundations, framing,

utility installation, and finish work.  Subjects include construction materials, basic framing of

floors, walls and roofs, siding and roofing, plumbing systems, electrical distribution systems, and

HVAC. Students have an opportunity to build a scale model framed house, wire breakers,

switches, outlets, and lights, build and repair copper and PVC plumbing systems, study the

operation of modern heating and cooling systems and insulation, as well as interior and exterior

wall finishing.  Students also learn furniture refinishing and repair.
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Automotive Maintenance and Repair

Course FP003G, Half Credit, One Semester (Central)

This is a great opportunity to learn the skills needed to safely and affordably keep a car well

maintained and how to fix it if necessary. This course is NOT designed for the mechanic, but for

every person who drives a car and wants to know more about how it works. Students learn how

the many different systems of a vehicle work to keep us on the road, and what regular

maintenance is required to prevent breakdowns.  Subjects include oil changes, cooling systems,

brakes, fuel and ignition systems, wheels and tires, transmissions, steering and suspensions, and

electronic engine controls. Prerequisites: Open to Juniors and Seniors. Students must have a

vehicle to work on.

Woodworking 1

Course FP035G, Half Credit, One Semester

Woodworking 1 teaches the fundamentals of woodworking by planning and building several

wood projects.  You will learn proper measuring and layout techniques, the correct use of hand

tools, and the safe operation of most major woodworking power tools and machines. Good

craftsmanship techniques such as assembly, sanding, and finishing are employed on every

project. Students will complete five projects during the semester.

Woodworking 2

Course FP037G, Half Credit, One Semester

Woodworking 2 teaches you how to design and build custom furniture. Students will learn how

to draw up plans, design a bill of materials and procedure sheet, select the proper type and

grade of lumber, make cabinet joints and use a variety of construction methods, millwork, and

custom finishing techniques. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Woodworking 1.

Drafting

Course FP039G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course develops the basic necessary skills of board work, tools, and concepts as a

prerequisite for Engineering Drawing and Principles of Engineering. Topics include mechanical,

architectural, and computer-aided drafting (CADD).
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Engineering Drawing

Course FP041G, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is for students interested in engineering and related technical fields. Topics to be

covered include geometric constructions, orthographic projections, sectional views, pictorial

drawings, and computer-aided design and drafting (CADD). Individual and group work will be

emphasized. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra 1.

Principles of Engineering

Course FP043G/FP044G, One Credit, Full Year

This course covers foundational topics in programming, electronics, 3D modeling/CAD, and

robotics while integrating math and physics concepts throughout. This course prepares students

for further study in engineering, computer science/programming, advanced manufacturing, and

many other STEM fields at all levels.
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WORLD LANGUAGE

Through promoting Linguistic and cultural literacy, the World Language Department strives to empower

students in a multicultural society.  Focusing on the communicative skills of listening, speaking, reading,

and writing,  the department believes that each student can learn and benefit from acquiring a new

language in order to develop a global mindset.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

American Sign Language 1
1.0 Y WL001G/WL002G 92

1.0 Y WL001C/WL002C 92

American Sign Language 2 1.0 Y WL003G/WL004G 92

American Sign Language 3 1.0 Y WL005G/WL006G 92

American Sign Language 4 1.0 Y WL007H/WL008H 92

AP Latin 1.0 Y WL035A/WL036A 96

French 1 1.0 Y WL009G/WL010G 93

French 2 1.0 Y WL011G/WL012G 93

French 3 1.0 Y WL013G/WL014G 93

French 4 1.0 Y WL015G/WL016G 93

French 5 1.0 Y WL017H/WL018H 94

German 1 1.0 Y WL019G/WL020G 94

German 2 1.0 Y WL021G/WL022G 94

German 3 1.0 Y WL023G/WL024G 95

German 4 1.0 Y WL025H/WL026H 95

Latin 1 1.0 Y WL027G/WL028G 95

Latin 2 1.0 Y WL029G/WL030G 95

Latin 3 1.0 Y WL031G/WL032G 96

Latin 4 1.0 Y WL033H/WL034H 96

Spanish 1 1.0 Y WL037G/WL038G 97

Spanish 2 1.0 Y WL039G/WL040G 97

Spanish 3 1.0 Y WL041G/WL042G 97

Spanish 4
1.0 Y WL043G/WL044G 97

1.0 Y WL043C/WL044C 97

Spanish 5 1.0 Y WL045H/WL046H 98
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American Sign Language 1

Course WL001G/WL002G, One Credit, Full Year

Course WL001C/WL002C, One Credit, Full Year (Memorial)

This course introduces students to American Sign Language (ASL) and Deaf Culture. Students

learn vocabulary surrounding greetings, personal information, living situations, and family and

relationships. ASL Grammar is introduced in this course.  Students also begin to learn about

Deaf Culture and History. College credit may be earned where available upon successful

completion of this course.

American Sign Language 2

Course WL003G/WL004G, One Credit, Full Year

In this course students continue to expand vocabulary and grammar skills.  Telling stories and

description of activities are a prime focus. Research about Deaf Culture and History is

conducted and presented through various means. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

American Sign Language 1 or permission from the instructor.

American Sign Language 3

Course WL005G/WL006G, One Credit, Full Year

This course focuses on skills and vocabulary to give directions and both cardinal numbers and

money numbers.  Description vocabulary is a primary focus.  Translation of ASL grammar is

emphasized.  Students will conduct research on specific areas of interest within Deaf Culture

and History is presented through various means. Prerequisite: Successful completion of

American Sign Language 2 or permission from the instructor.

American Sign Language 4 (H)

Course WL007H/WL008H, One Credit, Full Year

This course further develops skills acquired from the last three courses. Students continue to

refine their expressive and receptive language skills.  Students develop mastery of even more

complex and complicated ASL features of spatial referencing, classifier usage, verb inflections,

and role shifting all in an effort to gather meaning from movement. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of American Sign Language 3 or permission from the instructor.
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French 1

Course WL009G/WL010G, One Credit, Full Year

This is a beginning course for students who have no knowledge of French. Students will work to

attain proficiency in the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students will

learn basic vocabulary and grammatical structures as well as basic pronunciation. This course

also includes the study of typical customs and geography of the French-speaking world. As the

course progresses, students are expected to apply and demonstrate their skills on a daily basis.

French 2

Course WL011G/WL012G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to increase the student’s proficiency in French. Students will strengthen

their abilities in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The course will also

include the study of the customs, geography, and history of Francophone countries.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of French 1 or teacher recommendation.

French 3

Course WL013G/WL014G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to further students’ abilities in the four areas of language study:

speaking, listening, reading, and writing. More emphasis is placed on the use of the target

language. Students will continue to expand their vocabulary and knowledge of more complex

grammatical structures. This course will also explore the customs, geography, and history of the

Francophone world. Students who study French at this level will be expected to be creative and

to use the language more independently. Prerequisite: Successful completion of French 2 or

teacher recommendation.

French 4

Course WL015G/WL016G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who wish to broaden their knowledge of the French language and

culture. French is spoken by the teacher and the students unless it is impractical and impedes

student understanding. A variety of cultural topics of the French-speaking world are studied.

Oral presentations are also required. Prerequisite: Successful completion of French 3 or teacher

recommendation.
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French 5 (H)

Course WL017H/WL018H, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who wish to broaden their knowledge of the French language and

culture. This course requires well-developed conversational, listening comprehension, reading,

and writing skills. Students review major grammatical points and are expected to participate in

discussions orally and in written form on a regular basis. This course is conducted primarily in

French.  Oral presentations are required. Prerequisite: Successful completion of French 4 or

teacher recommendation.

German 1

Course WL019G/WL020G, One Credit, Full Year

This is a beginning course for students who have no knowledge of German. Students will work

to attain proficiency in the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students will

learn basic vocabulary and grammatical structures as well as basic pronunciation. This course

also includes a study of typical customs and geography of the German-speaking world. As the

course progresses, students are expected to apply and demonstrate their skills on a daily basis.

Experiences will be enriched by our partnership with the Käthe-Kollwitz-Gymnasium in Neustadt

an der Weinstraße, Germany.

German 2

Course WL021G/WL022G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to increase the student’s proficiency in German. Students will

strengthen their abilities in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The course

also will include the study of the customs, geography, and history of German-speaking

countries. This course builds on previously acquired knowledge from German 1. Learning about

the culture of the German-speaking peoples and of people of other European countries will also

be emphasized. Experiences will be enriched by our partnership with the

Käthe-Kollwitz-Gymnasium in Neustadt an der Weinstraße, Germany. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of German 1 or teacher recommendation.
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German 3

Course WL023G/WL024G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to further students’ abilities in the four areas of language study:

speaking, listening, reading, and writing. More emphasis is placed on the use of the target

language. Students will continue to expand their vocabulary and knowledge of more complex

grammatical structures. This course will also explore the customs, geography, and history of the

German-speaking world. Students who study German at this level will be expected to be

creative and to use the language more independently. Experiences will be enriched by our

partnership with the Käthe-Kollwitz-Gymnasium in Neustadt an der Weinstraße, Germany.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of German 2 or teacher recommendation.

German 4 (H)

Course WL025H/WL026H, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who wish to broaden their knowledge of the German language and

culture. German is spoken by the teacher and the students unless it is impractical and impedes

student understanding. A variety of cultural topics of the German-speaking world are studied.

Oral presentations are required.  Experiences will be enriched by our partnership with the

Käthe-Kollwitz-Gymnasium in Neustadt an der Weinstraße, Germany. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of German 3 or teacher recommendation.

Latin 1

Course WL027G/WL028G, One Credit, Full Year

This course introduces the basics of Latin vocabulary and grammar. While studying the

influences of the Latin language and Roman culture on our society, students will gain a stronger

use of the English language helpful for SAT preparation. Latin study also includes mythology,

Roman customs, and early Roman history.

Latin 2

Course WL029G/WL030G, One Credit, Full Year

There is a strong emphasis on Latin and Greek word origins specifically designed for SAT

preparation. New grammatical forms and elements of style will continue to be introduced.

History and mythology of the ancient world will continue to be explored. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Latin 1 or teacher recommendation.
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Latin 3

Course WL031G/WL032G, One Credit, Full Year

Students will continue grammar and other structures to be able to translate and discuss various

Roman authors of Prose (such as Cicero, Livy, and Caesar et. al.) and become familiar with

prominent background historical info of what is read in class. History and mythology of the

ancient world will continue to be explored. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Latin 2 or

teacher recommendation.

Latin 4 (H)

Course WL033H/WL034H, One Credit, Full Year

Latin 4 introduces students to the intricacies of Latin poetry in the works of Ovid, Virgil et al.

Students will learn poetic devices, usage, and vocabulary as a basis for the reading of Rome’s

major epic, and Vergil’s Aeneid. Focusing on Books I, II, IV, and VI and the study of the dactylic

hexameter, students will gain an appreciation for both poetry and the legends of Rome. If time

permits, students will also read works of other Roman poets, such as Horace and Catullus, as

well as secular medieval writers. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Latin 3 or teacher

recommendation.

AP Latin

Course WL035A/WL036A, One Credit, Full Year

The AP Latin course focuses on the in-depth study of selections from two of the greatest works

in Latin literature: Vergil’s Aeneid and Caesar’s Gallic War. The course requires students to

prepare and translate the readings and place these texts in a meaningful context, which helps

develop critical, historical, and literary sensitivities. Throughout the course, students consider

themes in the context of ancient literature and bring these works to life through classroom

discussions, debates, and presentations. Additional English readings from both of these works

help place the Latin readings in a significant context. Students who complete the AP exam may

be eligible for college credit. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Latin 3 and teacher

recommendation.
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Spanish 1

Course WL037G/WL038G, One Credit, Full Year

This is an introductory course in the Spanish language. Students work to attain proficiency in the

four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students learn basic vocab, and

grammatical structures, as well as basic pronunciation. This course also includes the study of

typical costumes and geography of the Spanish-speaking world. As the course progresses

students are expected to apply and demonstrate their skills on a daily basis.

Spanish 2

Course WL039G/WL040G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to increase the student’s proficiency in Spanish. Students strengthen

their abilities in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The course also

includes the study of the customs, geography, and history of Spanish-speaking countries. This

course builds on previously acquired knowledge from Spanish 1. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of Spanish 1 or teacher recommendation.

Spanish 3

Course WL041G/WL042G, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to further students’ abilities in the four areas of language study:

speaking, listening, reading, and writing. More emphasis is placed on the use of the target

language. Students continue to expand their vocabulary and knowledge of more complex

grammatical structures. Students who study Spanish at this level will be expected to be creative

and to use the language more independently. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish 2

or teacher recommendation.

Spanish 4  (G/C)

Course WL043G/WL044G, One Credit, Full Year

Course WL043C/WL044C, One Credit, Full Year (Central)

This course is for students who wish to broaden their knowledge of the Spanish language and

culture. Spanish is spoken by the teacher and the students unless it is impractical and impedes

student understanding. A variety of cultural topics of the Spanish-speaking world are studied.

Oral presentations are required. College Credit may be earned where available upon successful

completion of this course. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish 3 or teacher

recommendation.
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Spanish 5 (H)

Course WL045H/WL046H, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who wish to broaden their knowledge of the Spanish language and

culture. This course requires well-developed conversational, listening comprehension, reading,

and writing skills. Students review major grammatical points and are expected to participate in

discussions orally and in written form on a regular basis. This course is conducted primarily in

Spanish.  Oral presentations are required. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish 4 or

teacher recommendation.
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MST-HS COURSES

The following courses are available to students enrolled full-time at Manchester School of Technology

High School.

Course Credit Length Course # Page #

Algebra 1 1.0 Y 3109 105

Algebra 1A 1.0 Y 3230 105

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry 1.0 Y 3113 106

Biology 1.0 Y 3117 107

Biochemistry 1.0 Y 3164 108

Calculus 1.0 Y 3197 106

Chemistry 1.0 Y 3163 108

College Composition 1.0 Y 3192 100

Creative Writing 1.0 Y 3130 101

Ecology 1.0 Y 3180 108

English 3 1.0 Y 3105 101

English Language and Development 1 - Entering 1.0 Y 3205 102

English Language and Development 2 - Pre-Emerging 1.0 Y 3207 102

English Language and Development 3 - Emerging 1.0 Y 3209 102

English Language and Development 4 - Developing 1.0 Y 3211 103

ESOL Academic Support 0.5 S 3288 103

Film Literature and Composition 1.0 Y 3194 101

French 1 1.0 Y 3165 110

French 2 1.0 Y 3167 110

French 3 1.0 Y 3220 110

Geometry 1.0 Y 3111 105

Global Perspectives 1.0 Y 3195 109

Health 0.5 Y 3131 109
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Humanities 1 2.0 Y 3280 103

Humanities 2 2.5 Y 3281 104

Humanities 3 2.0 Y 3283 104

Humanities 4 2.0 Y 3285 104

Humanities Lab 0.5 S 3286 105

Integrated English 1.0 Y 3243 101

Latin 1 1.0 Y 3221 110

Latin 2 1.0 Y 3222 111

Latin 3 1.0 Y 3274 111

Math Lab 0.5 S 3287 107

Personal Finance 1.0 Y 3284 106

Physical Education 1.0 Y 3129 110

Physical Science 1.0 Y 3116 107

Physics 1.0 Y 3198 109

Precalculus 1.0 Y 3176 106

Psychology 1.0 Y 3168 109

Spanish 1 1.0 Y 3223 111

Spanish 2 1.0 Y 3255 111

Spanish 3 1.0 Y 3277 112

ENGLISH

College Composition

Course 3192, One Credit, Full Year

This course prepares students for the rigors of college-level research and writing. Emphasis is on

the stages of the writing process, including conducting research, evaluating sources, outlining,

and drafting process. Students also read and analyze literature from various genres and

traditions. Students develop a year-long integrated research paper.  College credit may be

earned upon successful completion.
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Creative Writing

Course 3130, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for writers who want to challenge themselves in a search for individual style and

technique to write prose and poetry, focusing upon continuity and coherence. Students will

meet the demands of the writing process: brainstorming, outlining, drafting, editing, critiquing,

conferencing, presenting, and reading. Students develop a portfolio and engage in

self-reflection.

Film Literature and Composition

Course 3194, One Credit, Full Year

Students explore the art of film, the literary and film genres, and the history of film through

reading and writing. The course introduces the major steps of adapting a piece of writing into a

film and puts these steps into practice, culminating in collaborating on a short film, using the

process learned throughout the year.

English 3

Course 3105, One Credit, Full Year

This course provides challenging reading in various literary genres.  Class discussion provides a

basis for analysis and interpretation.  Students further develop their writing skills, including in

the research process.

Integrated English

Course 3243, One Credit, Full Year

This course is a personalized exploration of a student's career and technical education pathway

through the English Language Arts lens.  Students who are currently enrolled in the second or

third year of their career and technical education program learn how the integration of the

language arts assists in developing a set of skills transferable to their desired career path.
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ENGLISH SPEAKERS OF OTHER LANGUAGES

English Language and Development 1 - Entering

Course 3205, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs).  This course will

develop EL students’ academic reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills in English using the

WIDA and content standards. Students will simultaneously develop social and academic fluency.

Students have the opportunity to communicate about daily, past, and future activities as well as

relate everyday tasks such as greeting others, asking for directions, completing forms, and

attending doctors' appointments. Students learn grammar and vocabulary for the purpose of

developing a background for success in mainstream classes.

English Language and Development 2 - Pre-Emerging

Course 3207, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs).  This course

further develops students’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening in English using the WIDA

standards and content standards. Students have the opportunity to communicate about daily,

past, and future activities, as well as express their likes and dislikes about food, clothes, and

shopping. Students merge grammar and vocabulary to talk about meaningful events in their

lives and develop vocabulary for success in mainstream classes.  The emphasis is on building

relationships through interdisciplinary project-based learning developing all four domains of

language.

English Language and Development 3 - Emerging

Course 3209, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs). Students take

notes, read and write conversations and practice speaking, and focus on new vocabulary words

in context. Students utilize new vocabulary and standard spelling and grammar to ask questions

and give information concerning personal, social, and academic situations. Students improve

reading skills through daily reading, writing and speaking activities. Students utilize technology,

peer practice, and dictation to sharpen their listening skills. Students demonstrate mastery of

competencies with formative and summative assessments in reading, writing, speaking, and

listening.
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English Language and Development 4 - Developing

Course 3211, One Credit, Full Year

This course is for students who have been identified as English Learners (ELs). This course offers

students opportunities to improve their English language skills for academic, social, personal,

and career purposes.  Through a combination of independent, cooperative, and project-based

learning students will demonstrate their understanding and interpretations of stories, poems,

non-fiction texts, and art forms by applying skills learned. These include the proper usage of

English vocabulary and language structures to effectively communicate the student’s

perspective and understanding of the themes and concepts presented.  The primary focus will

be using the language domains through interdisciplinary project-based learning to continue to

develop language and academic skills of thinking across core-content areas using WIDA and

content standards.

ESOL Academic Support

Course 3288, Half Credit, One Semester

This course is designed to support and monitor students identified as English Learners (ELs).  It

is for ELs who want support in their core content classes or their individual language goals with

an ESOL Teacher.  Students will work on personal language acquisition skills to achieve their

academic goals for future success. The course may be repeated for credit.

HUMANITIES

Humanities 1

Course 3131, Two Credits, Full Year

This team-taught, interdisciplinary course challenges students to understand the development

of societies around the world. The development of civics resulting from the growth of complex

societies will be examined. Students are required to work collaboratively on group projects and

presentations, write extensively and present orally. Grammar, vocabulary development, literary

analysis, and basic research methods will be the focus of the instruction. Students may earn 1.0

credit in English and 1.0 credit in Social Studies (.5 World History, .5 Civics).
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Humanities 2

Course 3281, Two and a half Credits, Full Year

Humanities 2 covers United States History and Economics. American History was and is an

intense and dynamic series of developments that shaped our nation. America has been formed

and shaped through social interaction both inside this country and outside its borders.

Humanities 2 focuses on what has happened within US borders that have helped form America

into what it is today. This course will examine the processes that made our modern world. To go

into detail about the historical period students will read several books that expose, express, and

explain the time period and why it was important. History informs literature so students will use

literature to inform history. To be successful in this class, students must be able to read books,

short stories, and pamphlets and explain how history affected the writing and then how the

writing affected history.  Students may earn 1.0 credit in English and 1.5 credits in Social Studies

(1.0 U.S. History and 0.5 Economics).

Humanities 3

Course 3283, Two Credits, Full Year

This team-taught, interdisciplinary course examines people, their locations around the world,

and the various written genres that represent them. Cultures, how people relate to each other

and the influence of physical geography on those relationships will be examined. Students will

be required to work collaboratively on group projects and presentations, write extensively, and

present orally throughout the course. Critical analysis, thinking skills, and research methods will

be emphasized, and embedded in a variety of assessments. Extensive reading is required.

Students may earn 1.0 credit in English and 1.0 credit in Social Studies (0.5 Geography, 0.5

Sociology)

Humanities 4

Course 3285, Two Credits, Full Year

This team-taught, interdisciplinary course explores societal issues and their significance in the

modern world. Readings will be largely non-fiction and writing will be expository.  Coursework

will include demonstration of competency using research, writing, various projects, cooperative

learning activities, presentations, and course discussions. Humanities 4 may be taken in an

independent study format with permission from the instructor.  Students may earn 1.0 credit in

English and 1.0 credit in Social Studies.
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Humanities Lab

Course 3286, Half Credit, One Semester

Students enrolled in this course are concurrently enrolled in another English course. The focus

of this course is to review and enhance the content in their primary Humanities class.

Humanities Lab extends the base of essential English reading and writing skills. NOTE: Students

will be scheduled for this course based on their i-Ready scores and teacher recommendation.

MATHEMATICS

Algebra 1A

Course 3230, One Credit, Full Year

The pacing in Algebra 1A allows for the reinforcement of basic skills while providing the

foundations of algebra. Topics include order of operations; operations on rational numbers;

evaluating and simplifying expressions; data analysis; solving linear equations and inequalities in

one variable; rates, ratios, and proportions; applications of percents; probability, and graphing

linear functions. Problem-solving and critical thinking skills are incorporated throughout the

course.

Algebra 1

Course 3109, One Credit, Full Year

Self-paced course covering topics including operations with real numbers, solving linear

equations and inequalities, graphing in a coordinate plane, functions, polynomials, simplifying

rational expressions, and solving quadratic equations. Successful students gain competence in

the areas of algebraic expressions, equations and inequalities, functions and relations through

traditional individual assessments, individual projects, and group projects.

Geometry

Course 3111, One Credit, Full Year

This self-paced course includes topics of fundamental geometry concepts including parallel

lines, triangles, quadrilaterals, other polygons, similarity, congruence, circles, perimeters, areas,

volumes, and an introduction to basic trigonometry. Successful students gain competence in the

areas of geometric properties, similarity, congruence and measurement through traditional

individual assessments, individual projects, and group projects.
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Algebra 2 and Trigonometry

Course 3113, One Credit, Full Year

A combination of direct instruction, presentations, cooperative learning, and project-based

learning will be used in this course covering equations and inequalities, exponents and radicals,

exponential and logarithmic functions, and an introduction to trigonometry. Graphing

calculators may be used throughout the course. Successful students gain competence in the

areas of algebraic expressions, equations and inequalities, functions and relations through

traditional individual assessments, individual projects, and group projects. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Algebra 1.

Personal Finance

Course 3284, One Credit, Full Year

A combination of direct instruction, presentations, cooperative learning, and project-based

learning is used in this course including credit cards, loans, insurance, investments, personal

business, product production, purchasing, sales, marketing, warehousing and distributing

services, accounting, records, financial management, and corporate planning. Successful

students gain competence in the areas of business applications, data, equations and

inequalities, and rates through traditional individual and group assessments and projects.

Precalculus

Course 3176, One Credit, Full Year

This course provides the foundation for a calculus course. It extends knowledge of graph

analysis, geometry, trigonometry, logarithms, exponential functions, and sequences and series.

A graphing calculator will be used throughout the course. A combination of independent,

cooperative, and project-based learning will be used in this course. Grades are determined by

the satisfactory completion of summative assessments that demonstrate competencies in the

areas of functions and relations, equations and inequalities, trigonometric functions, statistics,

and probability.  Students who successfully complete this course will be prepared to take

Advanced Placement Calculus AB.

Calculus

Course 3197, One Credit, Full Year

This course is devoted to topics in differential and integral calculus and covers topics such as

limits, derivatives, and integrals both with and without a graphing utility. The course teaches

students to approach calculus concepts and problems when they are represented graphically,
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numerically, analytically, and verbally and to make connections among these representations.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Precalculus.

Math Lab

Course 3287, Half Credit, One Semester

Students enrolled in this course are concurrently enrolled in another Math course.  The focus of

this course is to review and enhance the content in their primary math class.  Math Lab extends

the base of mathematical knowledge and provides students with a bridge to Algebra 1 success

and pre-college testing. NOTE:  Students will be scheduled for this course based on their i-Ready

scores and teacher recommendation.

SCIENCE

Physical Science

Course 3116, One Credit, Full Year

This course prepares students for biology and further study in science. It is a survey of physics

and chemistry. Topics covered are matter, energy, motion, and force with the applications to CTE

programs. The program includes topics from earth and space science that relates to technology

and the application of technology to solve problems in the environment and industry.

Biology

Course 3117, One Credit, Full Year

This required course is designed as an overview of selected biological topics. The course should

be considered foundational to further study in the life sciences, such as nursing, biotechnology,

ecology, and forensics. Biology will utilize extensive lab work for the demonstration of and

experimentation with biological concepts. The course may also incorporate long-term projects,

interdisciplinary projects, and possibly joint projects with CTE classes. It should be considered a

lab science for the purposes of college admissions.
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Ecology

Course 3180, One Credit, Full Year

This course is an interdisciplinary program that helps students understand the interrelatedness

and underlying causes of environmental problems. Water, soil, and climate data are studied

with respect to the use of natural resources by humans. Data from NASA, NOAA, EPA, and other

global organizations is analyzed as well as data gathered by students. Computer analysis of the

data is used to study and predict models.  Measurements gathered by Vernier probes will be

used to study local data and make predictions for future use of resources and the impact on the

environment. Field studies, classroom projects, and student projects are used to assess

understanding of topics.  Ecology satisfies the Life Science requirement.

Chemistry

Course 3163, One Credit, Full Year

The course is a survey of the qualitative and quantitative concepts associated with matter and

energy. This lab course emphasizes the mathematical applications of atomic theory and energy

relationships (required for college and some CTE programs).  Students must be enrolled in

Algebra 2 and Trigonometry or higher concurrently. Prerequisites: Successful completion of

Biology.

Biochemistry

Course 3164, One Credit, Full Year

This intense elective course is designed as an introductory study of DNA science. It will

necessarily include challenging molecular biology and cell chemistry. The focus of study will be

on DNA structure and function; DNA replication, transmission, and translation; manipulation of

DNA: genetic engineering; current applications of DNA science; proteins, and bioinformatics.

Extensive lab work will be integral to the course and will include bacterial transformations,

restriction enzyme analysis of DNA, plasmid manipulation, DNA “fingerprints”, computer-based

bioinformatic studies, and PCR demonstration and experimentation. Prerequisite: Successful

completion of Biology.
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Physics

Course 3198, One Credit, Full Year

In this course, the concepts of space, mass-energy, the scientific method, measurement theory,

motion and force, heat and the structure of matter, and wave phenomena, including sound,

light, and electromagnetism, are covered. Laboratory work further clarifies the concepts

discussed in class.  Prerequisites: Successful completion of Algebra 1 and Geometry.

SOCIAL STUDIES

Psychology

Course 3168, One Credit, Full Year

Psychology is the study of the mind and behavior. In this class, students will learn how the brain

functions, what parts of the brain control what actions, and the processes in which the brain

works. This class will be student driven with a focus on individual studies, presentations, and

work. Since Psychology studies, such a wide-ranging field of functions students are allowed to

find the field in which they are most interested and learn about that topic with depth and detail.

Global Perspectives

Course 3195, One Credit, Full Year

Students analyze how civic and political institutions organize society. Understanding how

change, continuity, and context shape the perspectives of individuals and groups with a varied

focus is discussed. This may include how economic functions control the cause and effect of

decision-making between national and global influencers. Critical thinking about how

relationships affect structure is required, including a look at unity and diversity between

different cultures throughout history.

WELLNESS

Health

Course 3131, Half Credit, Full Year

The topics covered support the seven required competencies for Health Education. Instruction

in Health Class is modeled after the “Wellness Concept.” Grades are determined by the

satisfactory and timely completion of assignments.
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Physical Education

Course 3129, One Credit, Full Year

The topics and activities covered support the required competencies for Physical Education.

Instruction for Physical Education is modeled after the “Wellness Concept”. Grades are

determined by the satisfactory and timely completion of assignments.

WORLD LANGUAGE

French 1

Course 3165, One Credit, Full Year

This is a beginning course for students who have no knowledge of French. Students will work to

attain proficiency in the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. This course also

includes the study of typical customs and geography of the French-speaking world. As the

course progresses, students are expected to apply and demonstrate their skills on a daily basis.

French 2

Course 3167, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to increase the student’s proficiency in French. Students will strengthen

their abilities in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The course will

include the study of the customs, geography, and history of Francophone countries.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of French 1 or teacher recommendation.

French 3

Course 3220, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to further students’ abilities in the four areas of language study:

speaking, listening, reading, and writing. This course will also explore the customs, geography,

and history of the Francophone world. Students who study French at this level will be expected

to be creative and to use the language more independently. Prerequisite: Successful completion

of French 2 or teacher recommendation.

Latin 1

Course 3221, One Credit, Full Year

This course introduces the basics of Latin vocabulary and grammar. While studying the

influences of the Latin language and Roman culture on our society, students will gain a stronger
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use of the English language helpful for SAT preparation. Latin study also includes mythology,

Roman customs, and early Roman history.

Latin 2

Course 3116, One Credit, Full Year

There is a strong emphasis on Latin and Greek word origins specifically designed for SAT

preparation. New grammatical forms and elements of style will continue to be introduced.

History and mythology of the ancient world will continue to be explored. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Latin 1 or teacher recommendation.

Latin 3

Course 3274, One Credit, Full Year

Students will continue grammar and other structures to be able to translate and discuss various

Roman authors of Prose (such as Cicero, Livy, and Caesar et al) and become familiar with

prominent background historical info of what is read in class. Students continue with their study

of Roman history and culture while making connections from Roman culture to their CTE

program. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Latin 2 or teacher recommendation.

Spanish 1

Course 3221, One Credit, Full Year

This is an introductory course in the Spanish language. Students will work to attain proficiency

in the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Students will learn basic vocab, and

grammatical structures, as well as basic pronunciation. This course also includes the study of

typical costumes and geography of the Spanish-speaking world. As the course progresses

students are expected to apply and demonstrate their skills on a daily basis.

Spanish 2

Course 3255, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to increase the student’s proficiency in Spanish. Students will strengthen

their abilities in the four skills of reading, writing, speaking, and listening. The course also will

include the study of the customs, geography, and history of Spanish-speaking countries.

Prerequisite: Successful completion of Spanish 1 or teacher recommendation.
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Spanish 3

Course 3277, One Credit, Full Year

This course is designed to further students’ abilities in the four areas of language study:

speaking, listening, reading, and writing.  Students will continue to expand their vocabulary and

knowledge of more complex grammatical structures. Students who study Spanish at this level

will be expected to be creative and to use the language more independently. Prerequisite:

Successful completion of Spanish 2 or teacher recommendation.
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